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ABSTRACT
This dissertation studies rear projection diffusing screens.

We provide a

methodology, a theoretical background, metrics, and experimental results to aid in the
understanding and design of such screens.
For this work, a theoretical model has been developed to predict local fluctuations
of measured color that appear as image noise in projection screens. This predictive
model is based on Fraunhofer diffraction along with Huygens' wavelet analysis and linear
systems theory. Of importance are the figures of merit that have been defined and used
to compare the theoretical predictions and experimental results. The range of validity of
the model has also been determined.
We set up an experiment to test the theoretical model. By experimentally varying
the numerical aperture of the input illumination, color variations on screens have been
measured and characterized. The results of both the experiment and the model show a
strong relationship between the polychromatic image noise and the size of the
illumination cone. As the size of the illumination cone was decreased from 6 to less than
0.1 millisteradians, there was more than a threefold increase in the figures of merit.
Our model shows insight, validates and augments a common rule of thumb. It is
often assumed that making the screen structure significantly larger than the coherence
length of the source will result in a system with minimal noise. The model shows that
this is correct, but it also provides predictions in the cross over region. This allows one to
understand how the image noise in a projection system will change as screen designs are
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changed. Ultimately, this allows screen solutions to be assessed before they are reduced
to practice.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This dissertation deals with a model that was constructed to predict the amount of
color variation in rear projection screens and the experiment that was done to identify the
limitations of the model. Color variation manifests itself as noise superimposed over the
desired image. This is significant because image noise can play a key role in determining
the acceptability of a rear projection screen. While some of the other sources of noise
can introduce color variations, the magnitude of these variations will usually be much
smaller than the ones introduced by speckle. It is well known that speckle in rear
projection systems is related to the numerical aperture of the light hitting the screen. The
question that needed to be answered was how the speckle changed as the illumination
angle changed.
One example of speckle is the patterns that are produced when temporally
coherent light, such as laser light, scatters off of a diffuse object.

The irradiance

distribution in speckle typically has fme suiicture and significant variation in irradiance
levels. In a typical laser speckle pattern, the standard deviation of the irradiance is equal
to the average irradiance'. In addition, the pattern is visible even when the viewer is not
focused on the diffuse object in question. This degree of random noise can be a
distraction if it is superimposed on an image. It can make identifying small features in
the image, such as text, very difficult. Fortunately, lasers are not often used in projection
systems.
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For projection systems that have temporally incoherent sources, speckle can still
be a significant source of image noise. Many projectors illuminate the screen with a
small numerical aperture. For a limited distance between two points on the screen, there
will be a Hxed phase relationship between the light reaching both points^. Because there
is a fixed phase relationship between the light, it is possible to obtain temporally stable
interference patterns. If light from both points reaches the same spot on the detector, the
interference pattern will be visible. This is the cause of speckle in rear projection
screens. It is important to remember that this coherence is present for spectrally broad
sources. In other words, the speckle pattern is produced with white light. Another
significant point is that the light must reach the same spot on the detector in order for the
speckle pattern to be formed. This means that the screen and illumination geometry
alone do not define the quality of the speckle. The geometry of the detector plays a
significant role as well. Speckle is truly in the eye of the beholder.
In order to be able to predict speckle, it is necessary to include diffraction.
Diffraction plays a significant role in explaining the behavior of many screens, and it
plays a role in spreading light away from the ideal image point on the detector. This
spreading causes light from multiple spots on the screen to reach the same point on the
detector and cause speckle. Because some of the light reaching the detector may come
firom screen points that do not have a constant phase relationship, not all of the light
interferes. This means that the speckle panem may be superimposed on a more uniform
background.
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Because speckle can add a significant amount of image noise to a projection
system, and that noise can be seen when the observer is not focused on the screen, it is
important to be able to minimize it. It is usually desirable to identify a problem in the
design phase of a projection system. This allows the designer to use all available
methods for removing speckle instead of only those that can be introduced into a system
as an afterthought.
In order to be able to predict speckle, appropriate figures of merit are needed. For
this dissertation, color variation was selected as a measure of the speckle content in an
image. It is possible for the dispersive properties of the screen material to add unwanted
color to the final image. Speckle, however, is fundamentally a diffraction effect which is
a much more colorful phenomenon than refraction. Because of this, the unwanted color
fluctuations in what should be a white image are used to characterize the amount of
speckle in a system. Specifically, the figures of merit are the average color error and the
standard deviation of the color error.

1.2 OVERVIEW OF SECTIONS
There are six major sections after the introduction. The first deals with the
background theory that was needed for the construction of the model. The second
discusses the experimental approach that was used to collect measured data. The next
section explains the specifics of the model as well as presents predicted values of the
figures of merit. The fourth section contains the experimental results, and the last two
sections are a discussion of the applications of the model and a conclusion.
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Inputs
Linear profile that
describes the surface
of the screen
Index of refraction of
screen material
Angular distribution of
source

Limitations
Surface scattering only
Small
angle illumination
(cos0 =1)
Adequate sampling is required

Collection area of detector
Spectral distribution of should be approximately the
size of the detector point
source
spread function
Spectral response of Geometric image of screen
should have multiple features
detector
within the detector spot
Spectral bands used to Temporally incoherent source
determine color
Imaging performance
of detector
Table l.I Inputs and limitations of the model.
One of the key things that will be presented in these sections are the inputs to the
model as well as its limitations.

These are shown in table 1.1.

It will also be

demonstrated that within the limitations of the model, the experimental results are
accurately predicted.
The key inputs are the properties of the screen, the spectral performance of key
components and the imaging performance of the detector. The first of the two key
limitations is that the collection area of the detector should be approximately the size of
the detector point spread function. While this limitation may seem overly restrictive, the
description of the human eye fits within the restriction. Since the eye is the detector of
greatest interest, this limitation does not impose a significant constraint. The second
limitation that is important is that the geometric image of the screen should have multiple
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features within the detector spot. In other words, the geometrical images of multiple
features need to fall within the detector area at any given position. If the detector can
resolve the individual features of the screen, the model will not produce accurate results.
This limitation does rule out some screens, but it is not as restrictive as one might think.
This is because most of the time, screens are selected so that the observer cannot see the
features in the screen.
One of the listed limitations, adequate sampling, is not a fundamental limitation,
but it can be a practical one. The screens that were used for this study cannot be
described as a series of uncorrelated phase objects. This means that the screens must be
sampled at a high enough spatial frequency to capture all of the structure. In addition, the
spectral distribution of the source needs to be sampled.

The source spectrum is

continuous, but only a finite number of representative wavelengths can be simulated. It is
necessary to include enough wavelengths to obtain representative data.

Finally, the

angular distribution of the source must be sampled. The angular separation between
samples must be small enough so that adjacent speckle patterns are somewhat correlated.
If the separation is too large, it is possible that an intermediate angle could produce an
uncorrelated pattern which would add to the smoothing of the total irradiance pattern. If
the patterns for adjacent angles are partially correlated, it is not possible to get
significantly increased smoothing by adding more angles. Depending on the desired
simulations, one can produce very large arrays of data. The necessary calculations must
be performed on all of these points, and the computer resources, as well as the time
available, can limit what is practical.
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1.3 fflSTORY
1.3.1 PROJECTION SYSTEMS
Before discussing the theoretical background necessary for speckle simulations, it
is useful to present a brief history of projection systems and speckle. The history of
projectors is very long, and it is not clear when they were first used. The concept of the
camera obscura was documented as early as the fifth century, B.C.E^. Some would say
that this concept cannot really be called a projector, as it contains no lenses or imaging
elements. If one defines a projector as a system that includes a light source, an image
source, a projection lens and a screen, one of the first known examples of this was
recorded by Athanasius Kircher in 1646'*. Based on some of his later writings, there
appears to be some inconsistencies in his descriptions of the projector. Because of this,
there is some disagreement as to whether or not Kircher deserves credit for the invention
of the projector^. It is clear however, that Christian Huygens did possess a projector with
the four main components listed above as early as 1659^.
The development of projection systems continued for many years, and by the late
eighteenth century, people were putting on horror shows for large audiences. To scare
their audiences, the showmen would project images of ghosts and other objects on walls
and from behind on translucent screens^. This may be the first use of rear projection
screens. From this point, projection systems continued to improve as the individual
components became better and better. By the late nineteenth century, there were multiple
companies manufacturing projectors for sale to the public^.
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In 1895, Louis and Auguste Lumiere demonstrated a movie camera and a
projection system for viewing the films^. This was the first of many motion picture
projectors. One of the early consumer projectors was introduce by Kodak in 1923. This
was the Kodascope Projector which projected 16mm film^. Kodak's 8mm film system
was introduced in 1932. This system included the appropriate projectors. This system
was much more successful because the film was less expensive^. This success meant that
many people were buying projectors for use in their homes.
A significant event in the history of projection displays occurred in 1937. This
was the year that an early projection television was introduced'^. This was one of the
first electronically addressable projection systems.

Later electronically addressable

projectors such as the Ediphor and the Talaria were introduced in the mid twentieth
century'". Both of these systems where large, bright, and designed for large venues.
Many consider Advent Corporation's Imageview 1000, first sold in 1973, to be the first
large format projection television. It was a cathode ray tube based system that projected
onto a seven foot diagonal screen"''^
While the introduction of the home projection television resulted in many
significant improvements to projection technology, speckle reduction was not a key area
of research. This was because the large source size minimized the problem of speckle'^.
The development of liquid crystal display (LCD) based projection systems, however,
changed that. The small size of the LCDs used in projection systems meant that speckle
was becoming a significant problem for projection displays. Early LCD displays had
relatively low resolution. In the early 1990s, most LCD based projection displays had
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resolutions of 800x600 pixels. 1024x768 pixel displays were conunercially available in
1996, and 1280x1024 displays were available by 1999'°. Higher resolution systems are
in development, with resolutions reaching at least 2048x2048*'*. It is reasonable to expect
this trend of increasing resolution to continue.
In addition to the increase in pixel count, there are applications where the high
resolution displays are being projected onto small areas. For example, there is interest in
desktop projection monitors'^ and using a projection display in aircraft cockpits'^. To
understand the problem, it is important to understand what kind of performance is
required for these applications. In order for a cockpit display to be successful, the display
would be on the order of 10x8 inches. If a 1280x1024 display were used, this would
correspond to a pixel size of 0.008 x 0.008 inches. It is well known that the spatial
coherence of a light source at an observation plane is primarily dependent on its angular
size. Because there are practical limits on the exit pupil size of a projection lens, and the
distance between the lens and the screen is not always a free variable, the coherence
length of the light used for illumination is not always controllable. In the past, the
solution was to make sure that sizes of the structures in the screen were significantly
larger than the coherence length of the light. In the case where the pixel size is very
small, one cannot arbitrarily make the screen structure larger. In the case of a cockpit
display, it may not be possible to avoid the occurrence of noticeable speckle while
avoiding the appearance of aliasing artifacts.
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1.3.2 SPECKLE
While it may seem like white light speckle is a phenomenon that has only recently
become an issue, the history of speckle is quite old. Speckle has been observed and
documented as early as Newton's time'^. Obviously, these early observations were made
with temporally incoherent light. While Newton may not have been concerned with
speckle in projection systems, the same basic laws governed the speckle he observed and
the speckle that is currently of interest to the users of projection systems.
While it is not clear when speckle was identified as a problem in rear projection
systems, the general issue of image noise in rear projection screens was an area of interest
to early movie makers. One approach to making special effects was to project an image
on a screen located behind an actor. This gave the appearance that the actor was
someplace he was not. Image noise in the projected image could appear in the final
movie, and in 1933 O'Brien worked on ways to solve this problem'^. While O'Brien
does not specify the source of the noise that he was trying to remove, McAdam does'^.
In 1945, McAdam described the "polychromatic scintillations" that are seen in ground
glass screens. This type of noise is what is seen when large amounts of speckle are
present.
The study of speckle and how to remove it continued and focused on things such
as speckle in microfiche viewers'^ and microwave radar images*^. The resent advances
in LCD projection systems has renewed the interest in speckle that is seen in rear
projection screen.
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If speckle is going to be present, it is necessary to be able to measure it effectively
so that different screens can be compared objectively. In addition, it is very helpful to be
able to predict the behavior of various structures so that screen designs can be optimized
before the expense of making prototypes is incurred.

Hopkins presents a thorough

discussion of diffraction and partial coherence in image forming optical systems'*'^.
While Hopkins' model is complete, a simplified version was used to make the
mathematical problems manageable. This was done to develop an approach that allows
one to simulate the performance of complex screen structures.
Once a good model was in hand, it was necessary to formulate an effective
approach for measuring the effects of speckle. One common way that has been used to
measure speckle is to measure the variation in screen brightness as a function of
position'" '^ '' "*^. While this approach is effective, it does not differentiate between the
effects that can cause brightness fluctuations. For example, it cannot distinguish between
speckle and variations in screen transmittance. If the variation in color, however, is
measured, one will be able to get a much better feel for the contribution of speckle to the
overall image noise. While the dispersion of the screen material will add some color due
to refraction, diffraction is typically a much more colorful phenomenon. By measurir.g
the variation in color as a function of illumination angle, it is possible to compare
different screens and select approaches that are less likely to produce objectionable
speckle.
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 SUMMARY
To develop good figures of merit for speckle and insight into methods for
controlling it, it is necessary to understand where it comes from and what can be done to
change it. With this understanding, it is possible to generate models that can predict the
behavior of complex screen systems. There are three major theoretical components that
are needed to develop the necessary understanding. They are the wave nature of light,
linear systems theory and how it applies to image formation, and sampling theory.
Understanding the wave nature of light allows for a discussion of how light is diffracted
by a projection screen. With this basic understanding, many different phenomena can be
predicted.

In order to develop a full understanding of screen speckle, one must

understand how lenses modify waves to form images. Linear systems theory is used to
simplify the calculations needed to model this effect. The third theoretical piece that
needs to be understood, sampling theory, does not directly apply to the understanding of
speckle, but it plays a significant role in any attempt to remove speckle while maintaining
other desirable screen properties.

2.2 THE WAVE NATURE OF UGHT
The first step to understanding the origin of speckle is to develop a good
understanding of the wave nature of light. In order to make the math manageable, one
usually assumes that the light in question is monochromatic and linearly polarized. If this
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is the case, the magnitude of the electric field, U, for a plane wave as a function of
position and time is:
(2.1)

Where A is the amplitude term, n is the index of refraction, c is the speed of light, k is the
wavelength in vacuum, t is time, and z is the position in the direction of propagation.
Because most cases of interest take place in air, the index of refraction is typically
assumed to be one. In addition, it is common to rewrite equation 2.1 using complex
exponentials. This yields:

(2.2)

Detectors that work with optical frequencies can only detect the time average of
the squared electric field (irradiance). In addition, the operations that will be considered
are linear, so it is possible to perform the calculations on the complex exponential and
take the real part at the end. The final representation for the magnitude of the field is:
U = Ae

(2.3)

By following a similar derivation, it is possible to show that the magnitude of the electric
field for a spherical wave is the real part of:

r
Where r is the radial distance from the point source.

(2.4)
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While these are useful equations, they describe only monochromatic plane and
spherical waves. To address the concept of speckle, it is necessary to describe more
complex waveforms. A powerful concept that is useful is Huygens' wavelets. The basic
concept is that any electric field can be accurately approximated by sampling it and
representing it as an array of spherical waves. While Huygens proposed his theory based
on intuition, later scalar diffraction calculations show it to be a good approximation for
many situations. Finally, Fourier diffraction theory will be discussed, and it will be
shown that the two approaches to diffraction calculations produce nearly identical results
when they are both in a valid regime
2.2.1 SCALAR DIFFRACTION
By following Goodman's derivation~\ one can see that Huygens' intuition was
correct. The starting point is the equation for the electric field in a plane wave, equation
2.3, and the scalar wave equation:
(2.5)
When equation 2.3 is substituted into equation 2.5, the result is the Helmholtz equation:

(2.6)
where k is the wave number and is defined as:

(2.7)
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With this basic relation in hand. Green's theorem is introduced. Green's theorem states
that for two complex functions there is a relationship between the integral over a volume
and the integral over the surface that defines the volume. It is:
///(GV'i;-lA''G>lv=/j[G^-U^)ds

(2.8)

where d/dn is the partial derivative with respect to the outward facing surface normal
along surface S. By selecting the proper function for Green's function and the correct
volume, it is possible to find the value of the electric field at an observation point if the
field is known along the surface.
The observation point is denoted by Po, and Green's function is chosen to be a
spherical wave centered on the observation point.

where P| is an arbitrary point and rot is the magnitude of the vector pointing from Po to

PI. The volume can be any volume that satisfies the conditions for Green's theorem, but
it must exclude a sphere of radius E centered on point PQ. This exclusion is put in place
because the function G has a discontinuity at the point Po. This means that the surface
used for integration is the sum of two surfaces; S, the outer surface, and Se, the spherical
inner surface.
One of the reasons why this particular Green's function is used is because it
satisfies the Helmholtz equation (2.6). The left hand side of equation 2.8 becomes
JJJ(GV'U-UV'G)ft'=/J/(GUk' -UGk-)/v=0
V

V

(2.10)
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This reduces equation 2.8 to

S>S(

-Sl'S-ih-fri-ih

(2.11)

If point P| is defined to be somewhere on the surface, the chosen Green's function and its
derivative are
,'iubi
G(P.)=^

(2.12)

'01

aG(p,)

= cos(n.r„ 1 «k

1

(2.13)
•01

where cos(n,r„) is the cosine of the angle between the vector pointing from Po to Pi and
the surface normal of S or Se. When P| is located on Se, equations 2.12 and 2.13 become
^ike
.)=V
e

G(P
aG(p,)
dn

1

(2.14)

ne'"
e

(2.15)

When E becomes very small, the left hand side of equation 2.11 becomes

dn

E

--ik
E

(2.16)
= 4«U(Pj
e-tO

Substituting equation 2.16 into 2.11 gives
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3f
'01

ds

(2.17)

'01

Equation 2.17 is significant because it shows that the value of the field at a given point
can be calculated if the value of the field at a boundary can be found.
By selecting the proper surface and Green's function, the Held distribution from a
diffracting aperture can be found. The scenario is a monochromatic plane wave incident
on an infinite screen with a diffracting aperture in it and an observation point, PQ. This
geometry is shown in figure 2.1. The surface to use for integration is part of the
Kirchhoff formulation. It consists of two parts. The first part, S|, is a section of a plane

Incident—,
plane
^
wave
Po'

Fig 2.1 Diagram of geometry used for the application of Green's
theorem to diffraction calculations.
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that lies just on the observation side of the screen, and the second part, S2, is a section of
a sphere with radius R that is centered on the observation point. The area of S| that is
directly behind the opening in the screen is A.
Now that the surface has been selected, the appropriate Green's function must be
chosen. Following the Rayleigh-Sonunerfeld formulation, the function consists of two
unit amplitude spherical waves. One is located at point PQ and the other is located at PG,
the mirror image of Po on the opposite side of the screen.

G(P,)=^
^01

^
'*01

(2.18)

where rj, is the magnitude of the vector pointing from Pq to P|.
With this geometry, equation 2.17 is rewritten as

The integral over S| and S2 will be treated separately. Rewriting equation 2.18 for S2,
one gets
ikR

ik(R4.AR)

where AR is the correction factor to compensate for the fact that Pq is not at the center of
the sphere. From equation 2.20, one obtains:
aG(p,)i
r.,
— U ,=
dn
[

i>'"'
R R
/

ik(R+AR)

c o s t n. To, 1 ik
^
\

I
"1
R+AR R+AR

(2.21)

/

If R becomes very large, R'^ terms approach 0 and the cosine term in equation 2.21
approaches one. In the limit
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(2.22)

dn
The portion of equation 2.19 that is due to the surface S2 can now be written as

(2.23)

where £2 is the solid angle subtended by S2 from Pq. The right hand side of equation 2.23
can be factored into two parts.
(2.24)
The GR term is the product of two complex exponentials and will never have a
magnitude greater than 2. If one assumes that U is composed of a superposition of
spherical waves, then the second term in the right hand side of equation 2.24 can be
calculated. If
U(P,)=

gik(R»AR')

gik(R>AR*)

R + AR'

R+AR'

(2.25)

r + ...

then

\

f

N gik(R>4R*)
1
+ ikR+AR' R + AR'
R+AR' R + AR' N
^ gik(R+AR')

(2.26)

/

where the cosine terms were dropped because R is very large. Using equations 2.2S and
2.26
„rdU
R ——ikU =
tH
dn
R + AR' R + AR'

(2.27)
= 0+0 + ...
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This means that in the limit of R —> <», the right hand side of equation 2.24 consists of an
integral of a bounded value multiplied by a term that approaches zero. The integral is
over solid angle, not area, so it is bounded as well. This means
Jj|^G^-U(ikG)jaiy =jG|^^-iku]R'</co = 0

(2.28)

The selection of S2 is arbitrary so there is not a penalty for letting R become inflnite, and
thereby removing one of the surfaces for integration. Equation 2.19 simplifles to

With this simpliflcation, the reason for selecting equation 2.18 as Green's
function will become apparent. On S|,
Toi = fo'i

(2.30)

G(P,|s, =0

(2.31)

cos(n. To,) = -cos(ii. To,)

(2.32)

which means that

In addition, on S|

which means
dG(P,)|
0

dn

|s.

^
=2cos(n,ro,, ik-—
V
*"oi y 'oi

(2.33)

If the observation point is limited so that rg, » X, substituting 2.33 and 2.31 into 2.29
yields
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(2.34)

There are two assumptions that can be made that greatly simplify equation 2.34.
The first is that the field U in the area of the opening of the screen is exactly the same as
it would be if the screen were not present. The second assumption is that in the shadow
of the screen, U is identically zero. With these two assumptions, it is not necessary to
integrate over the infinite surface S|. The integration needs to be done only on the
aperture.
(2.35)
Equation 2.35 is significant because it shows that the concept of Huygens'
wavelets works under the limitations assumed. Equation 2.35 shows that the field at
point Po is the superposition of a series of spherical waves located in the diffracting
aperture. The spherical wave at each point in the aperture is weighted by the original
field, an obliquity factor, and a scale factor. In addition, there is a constant phase shift for
the waves.
Because it is often difficult to find a closed form solution to equation 2.3S, it is
often necessary to do numerical calculations. If the area of the aperture is divided into an
array of N by M points, the field at the observation point is
AnAm

(2.36)
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Under many circumstances, the relative magnitude of the field is the desired result. This
means that the constant terms can be dropped. If An and Am are constant throughout the
aperture, then

(2.37)

If the angles in question are small, the cosine term can be approximated as one leaving
(2.38)

What is significant about this approximation is that the fleld at an observation
point can be calculated by simply propagating spherical waves that have the amplitude
and phase of the illumination field. A good example of how this can be done is a phase
object with a sinusoidal pattern illuminated by a monochromatic plane wave.

For

simplicity, this example will only consider variations in one direction, and the object
introduces phase changes from -tc to n. This is the equivalent of an object that has a sine
wave variation in one direction and is infinite and unvarying in the other. In addition,
this example will include a finite aperture in the direction of variation that is coplanar
with the phase object. If the object is perpendicular to the propagation direction of a
plane wave, the amplitude and phase of the field just after the phase object will be:

(2.39)

<t»(x) = ncos(2niox)

(2.40)
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Where L is the half height of the phase object and (O is the frequency of the phase
variation. If one picks an observation point that is located Z away from the object, and X
above the center of the object, it is possible to calculate the field there. If the points in
the aperture are defined as xj from the center of the object, then the equations that are
needed to find the observed electric field are:
rj=^(x-Xj)F+Z-

(2.41)

Aj=A(xJ

(2.42)

<t»j=4»(xj)

(2.43)

Rewriting equation 2.38 to explicitly use the amplitude and phase of the incident wave
yields
U
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2.2.1.1 FOURIER DIFFRACTION
Another useful example is a rectangular aperture.

This example is chosen

because a simple analytical solution exists for some observation distances. Gaskill^
shows how to determine the irradiance distribution from a rectangular aperture
illuminated by a plane wave by applying Fourier theory.
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Fig. 2.2 A comparison of the relative irradiance calculated using Huygens' wavelets
and Fourier theory.
Gaskill says that Z must be ten times greater than

ntrfk in order to satisfy equation 2.46.

If L=0.5mm, and X=0.5nm, Z should be at least I5.7m. Figure 2.2 shows the expected
irradiance pattern calculated with equations 2.38 and 2.45.
It is clear that the two methods for calculating the irradiance yield virtually
identical results. The reason why Fourier theory is not appropriate for a discussion on
speckle is because of the limitation on the size of Z. For example, an observer would
have to be almost ten kilometers from a twenty five millimeter aperture in order to apply
Fourier theory. As long as the sampling frequency is high enough, equation 2.38 can be
used for the purposes of this work. Figure 2.3 shows the irradiance distribution from the
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same aperture used to generate figure 2.2, but two much smaller observation distances are
used. It would not be possible to obtain similar results using Fourier theory.
The value of using equation 2.38 is that the computational resources available
place the only limit on what can be calculated. While there may be special cases where
there is an analytical solution, the complex structure of most projection screens forces the
use of numerical methods.

;—fclOOrnni

i—Z=400mmi

0.5

-0.5
Position (nnm)

Fig. 2.3 Irradiance distribution from a one millimeter rectangular aperture at
distances of 100 and 400 millimeters.
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2.3 LINEAR SYSTEMS THEORY AND IMAGING
While the use of Huygens' wavelets yields accurate predictions of how light will
propagate through a uniform medium, it is not the most effective way to calculate how
light waves are changed by the introduction of a lens. Accurate predictions of this effect
are necessary if one wants to understand what causes the speckle that humans see. The
approach that has been used by many to describe imaging is linear systems theory. With
this theory, the appearance of any image can be calculated if the image of a point is
known. While many examples of this process use incoherent light, any investigation into
speckle must consider coherence. Fortunately, linear systems theory can be applied to
lenses that image incoherent or coherent light.
2.3.1 LENSES AND SPHERICAL WAVES
While many lenses are aberration limited, it is still useful to discuss how a
diffraction limited lens behaves. This is valuable because it yields a series of reasonable
assumptions that work for many cases. To first order, a perfect lens will take any
spherical wave and turn it into a spherical wave with a different point of origin. One
needs to keep in mind that the point of origin is simply the point where the spherical
wave collapses. This means that a lens can turn a diverging wave into a converging
wave. The converging wave leaving the lens is traveling towards its point of origin. This
is just a fancy way of saying that an ideal lens will image one point onto another point.
If one considers that a spherical wave is just a wave whose iso-phase surfaces are
concentric spheres, an important fact will be apparent. If light from a point source passes
through a lens, a spherical wave is what exits. As already stated, this is a wave with iso-
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phase surfaces that are spherical, and the wave is converging to a point (assuming a real
image). If one picks a particular iso-phase surface and follows it to the image point, it is
clear that all of the light that reaches the point when the surface in question collapses has
the same phase. This means that if the absolute phase is known for any portion of the
light, it is known for all of the light.
In order to make this fact more useful, it is common to use the thin lens
approximation. This would be like having a magic aperture with zero thickness that
converts one spherical wave into another. The simplification is that one can treat the
center thickness of the lens as zero. This introduces an error to the absolute phase term,
but it is the same error for all waves. This error is not significant because only relative
phase changes are of interest. In order to calculate the phase, one looks at the light
passing through the center of the lens because it is undeviated. This means that the
absolute phase for all of the light going to the image point can be calculated by dividing
the linear distance from the object point to the image point by the wavelength. What is
more significant is that the relative phase difference between the light from one object
point and its neighbor can be found just as easily.
2.3.2 POINT SPREAD FUNCTIONS
While it is an important step to determine the relative phase from one point to its
neighbor, there is an additional factor that must be considered. The finite aperture of the
lens causes diffraction. This means that the wave that leaves the lens is not quite a
perfect spherical wave. Instead of having a point for an image, there is a slightly blurred
image. The slightly blurred image of a point object is called the point spread function
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(PSF). In an ideal lens, the PSF does not vary with image position. If the image is
sampled and represented as an array of point sources with varying intensity and phase
(e.g. using Huygens' wavelets to approximate a field), the image can be found if the PSF
is Icnown. This is done by replicating a copy of the PSF at each image point. Each PSF
is scaled by the intensity of the corresponding object point, each point is given the proper
phase, and all of them are added together. The mathematical operation that does this is a
convolution. GaskilP has a detailed description of how to calculate the PSF for a given
lens. The PSF is proportional to the Fourier transform of the function that describes the
transmission of the lens aperture.
2.3.3 IMAGING CALCULATIONS
With these concepts it is possible to calculate what the image will look like if an
ideal, thin lens is used. This is done by adding the appropriate phase terms to each object
point and convolving with the PSF. The only other step is to scale by the magnification.
If the focal length of the lens and the object distance is known, the image distance is
given by;

z' I

I y'
z'= 1+ U zj

(2.47)

Where z' is the image distance, f is the focal length and z is the object distance*. In many
cases, the object distance is a negative number. The magnification can be found using:

* An unprimed variable (e.g. p) refers to the object plane, and a primed variable (e.g. p') refers to the image
plane
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z
m=—
z

(2.48)

The magnification is the ratio of the distance between image points to the distance
between object points. There is also a phase term for each image point that is a function
of the system geometry. As has already been shown, the phase for the undeviated light is
the phase for all of the light arriving at one image point. To Hnd the phase, the distance
from the object point to the image point is divided by A. and multiplied by 27t. If the
radial height of an object point is Px.y and the corresponding image point is

the

phase is:
(2.49)
This phase term should be added to each of the point sources that represent the object.
The PSF is related to the Fourier transform of the lens transmission function. If T is the
transform of the transmission, the PSF is:
(2.50)
Where C is the constant:
(2.51)
Because relative changes in irradiance are the desired result, the constant term is often
dropped. The quadratic phase term describes the additional phase that is present because
light that is not at the center of the PSF traveled a little bit further than what was
calculated in 2.49. This accounts for the additional phase.
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Using equations 2.49 and 2.50 it is possible to calculate the electric field in the
image plane of a lens for a given point source. What is desired however, is the field that
results from a complex object. As an example, a one millimeter aperture will be imaged
with a lens that has a diameter of three millimeters and a focal length of twenty
millimeters. The lens will be placed 600 millimeters from the object.
The first step is to define the object mathematically. Using GaskilPs^ defmition
of a rectangle function, the object is:
o(x) - rect(x)

(2.52)

The next step is to determine what the image would be if there was no diffraction. There
are two parts to this conversion. The first is to account for the magnification found by
using equation 2.48. The second part accounts for the r' term in the equation for a
spherical wave. The r in this case is the distance from the object point to the center of the
lens. The result is given by:
\

rect

X

m

(2.53)

To this, the phase terms calt^ulated in 2.49 are added. Because this example only varies
in X, the y subscript is dropped.
o*(x )=o'(x )e"'

(2.54)

The image is found by convolving equations 2.54 and 2.50. If the Fourier transform of
equation 2.54 is written as 0'(4). where ^ is the frequency variable inversely related to x.
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the image is most easily expressed as the inverse Fourier transform of a product in
frequency space.
i(x')=?-fo'(5)rte)}

(2-55)

Equation 2.55 gives the complex field as a function of position. If the source is
coherent, i(x') is calculated for each object point, and the complex fields are added. Once
this is done, the irradiance can be found using;

!(*')=Mx'f

(2.S6)

If however, the source is incoherent, the irradiance is found for each object point, and the
irradiance is summed.
Figure 2.4 shows the two dimensional system that was simulated to demonstrate
how the irradiance in the image of a slit varies with different illumination conditions. A
one millimeter aperture was imaged by a twenty millimeter focal length, F/6.7 lens that

600mm

m III III

Image of slit

1

1
T

T'
-Imm slit
Isophase lines for
.plane wave
illimiination

20nmi,
F/6.7 lens

Fig. 2.4 Diagram of two dimensional illumination and imaging configuration used for
calculating the irradiance distribution of an imaged slit. In this example, two plane
waves are show as the illumination. Each one is incident on the slit at a different angle.
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was 600 millimeters from the slit. With an aberration and diffraction free iens, the image
would be a rectangle with a width of 34.5^m.
Figure 2.5a shows how a real lens produced a different result when the aperture
was illuminated by a monochromatic plane wave. The most obvious difference is that
there is a signiHcant amount of variation in irradiance. Another difference is the gradual
rise of brightness when compared to the step function that defines the object, and a third
is the tails of energy that extend well past the ideal image. Figure 2.5b is the irradiance
produced when multiple coherent plane waves illuminated the aperture from multiple
angles. At first, figure 2.5b appears to be erroneous. On further inspection, however,
there is a logical explanation. There is a concept that is similar to Huygens' wavelets
except it uses a series of plane waves to describe a complex field'**. A point source can
be described as a set of plane waves at different angles that have the same amplitude and
are in phase at the location of the point source. What this means is that the illumination
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Fig. 2.5 (a) Calculated irradiance distribution when a one millimeter slit is illuminated
by a plane wave with wavelength 0.5^m and imaged by a 20 millimeter focal length,
F/6.7 lens, 600 millimeters from the slit, (b) Calculated irradiance for a system identical
to (a) except multiple angles are included. All of the plane waves are in phase at the
plane of the slit.
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scenario used for figure 2.Sb was equivalent to a point source located in the center of the
aperture. If the object was a point source, the image should be the point spread function,
a sinc^. This is exactly what figure 2.5b is. In addition, the size of the diffracting
aperture was changed, and the result remained constant.
Figure 2.6 shows calculated results for extended sources. Figure 2.6a is what one
would see if the aperture were illuminated with a narrow band, extended source. The
individual points on the source radiated independently so there was not a constant phase
relation between points. The wavelength band of the source was small enough that the
PSF for the central wavelength described the behavior for all of the transmitted
wavelengths. This means that the irradiance from the different plane waves was added.
The ringing has almost been eliminated, but there is still a small amount left around the
edge of the image. Figure 2.6b shows what one might see if an extended, broadband
source was the illuminant. In this case, the ripples have been completely removed. This
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Fig. 2.6 (a) Calculated irradiance distribution when the slit is illuminated by multiple,
incoherent plane waves with wavelength O.S^m. Each plane wave is incident at a
different angle, (b) Calculated irradiance from multiple wavelengths and multiple
angles.
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Fig. 2.7 Sample of the phase introduce to a plane wave as a function of position. The
irradiance pattern that resulted from this is shown in figure 2.8.
is due to the fact that the PSF varies from wavelength to wavelength. This results in an
average PSF that is relatively smooth.
The ultimate purpose of the model is to calculate the results for systems that are
difficult to predict analytically.

A system with a random surface diffuser that is

illuminated with a monochromatic plane wave can be difficult to solve.

With the

approach described above, the diffuser statistics are needed, and the model must consider
a large enough diffuser area so that a statistically significant sample is simulated. Figure
2.7 shows the phase introduced by
a hypothetical diffuser. Figure 2.8
shows the irradiance distribution at
the image plane when the object
was the diffuser shown in figure
2.7. For this example, the object
'\00

-50

0
Paaitton(Mn)

SO

TOO

in question has scatter sites that are
S^m across, and the relative phase

Fig. 2.8
Calculated image irradiance
distribution of object with random phase
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from one site to the next is uncorrelated. The imaging geometry was the same as what is
shown in figure 2.4 except the slit was six millimeters instead of one, and the phase of the
light passing through the slit was modified in the way shown in figure 2.7.

The

irradiance distribution calculated shows why speckle is so disruptive. In this example,
the average irradiance is one, and the standard deviation is 0.8. If information were
encoded as brightness as a function of position (i.e. a picture), much of the fine detail
would be lost in the speckle noise. The ability to predict and control the amount of
speckle in an image is a valuable skill to have when one is designing a projection system.

2.4 SAMPLING THEORY
2.4.1 PERIODIC SAMPLING
While sampling theory is not required to predict screen speckle, one must
understand it in order to avoid screen solutions that are less than ideal. The Nyquist
criterion is a fundamental piece, and it states that a band limited signal must be sampled
at twice its maximum frequency in order to capture all of the information. While this is a
useful starting point, it requires perfect filters to recreate the original signal. Since no one
can make a perfect filter, one needs to sample at a higher frequency. A reasonable
approach to determining this frequency is needed.
For this discussion, the original object is the one displayed on an LCD. While
this image had to come from somewhere, the way in which it was obtained is not
significant for this discussion. Because the object is made of pixels, it has multiple sharp
edges, and therefore is not band limited. In addition, it is periodic so its frequency
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Fig. 2.9 Schematic diagram of system used for sampling discussion.
content is periodic as well. Figure 2.10 shows a hypothetical frequency spectrum for an
image located on the LCD as shown in figure 2.9. Fortunately, any projection lens will
have a cutoff frequency. In reality, most projection lenses will not be diffraction limited,
and it is usually reasonable to ignore any high frequency content after the first zero
crossing in the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF). Figure 2.11 shows the frequency
content of the image before it is sampled by the screen.
Depending on the type of screen in question, the appropriate model will vary. For
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Fig. 2.10 Hypothetical image spectrum located on the LCD
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Fig. 2.11 Hypothetical image spectrum before sampling by the screen. The lens was
selected so that it did not pass any of the higher order terms.
now, assume that the screen is a regular array of phase objects (e.g. a micro lens array).
When the image is formed on this type of screen, it is sampled by the array of phase
objects. This results in a frequency spectrum that includes multiple copies of the image
spectrum separated by the sampling frequency. If the sampling frequency is too low
(below the Nyquist limit), the higher order copies will overlap with the zero order. If this
happens, aliasing will occur, and the image may be degraded. Figure 2.12 shows what
the frequency spectrum of the sampled image would look like.
Once the sampled frequency is obtained, the correct reconstruction filter should

^ finquency

0 cycles/mm

/\

u

Increasing frequencv 1

Fig. 2.12 Sampled fi^quency spectrum that would be seen on the screen. The
sampling frequency is the distance between orders.

be applied to recreate the original image.

Because the eye is the detector, the

performance of the eye will always act as a low pass filter for the image. If the phase
object array discussed above is used by itself, the array will have a reconstruction filter
that is the MTF of the eye. If the eye passes some of the high order terms, the observer
will be able to see the individual phase objects. This would result in a type of fixed
pattern noise.
If this type of performance is acceptable, the only requirement is that the first
order term be far enough from the zero order, that it is clear to the observer what is image
structure and what is screen structure. While sampling at a higher frequency decreases
the likelihood of distracting noise, it is not always practical to arbitrarily increase the
sampling frequency. The television industry has a concept called the Kell factor^^. This
is a measure of how much over sampling is required. While it is not possible to define an
exact number, a reasonable amount of over sampling is 1.4 times the Nyquist frequency.
If seeing the individual phase objects is unacceptable, there are a few possible
solutions to removing them from the observed image. One is to decrease the pitch of the
lenses, another is to add an additional diffuser, and a third is to use a two sided microlens that images poorly. If the lenses are made small enough, the first order term will be
moved beyond the cutoff of the reconstruction filter. In other words, the lenses are so
small that they cannot be seen. If this is not practical, blur can be added to the system.
Adding a slight diffuser right after the lens array will do this. The diffuser will act as a
low pass filter. As long as the diffuser does not have visible structure, it will smooth out
the image. The challenge is to blur the image enough so that the higher order terms are
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filtered without effecting the zero order term. Once again, the higher the sampling
frequency, the easier it will be to do this. The last approach is to deliberately make a two
sided lens that images poorly. This can be done by using a properly chosen shape or by
adding some volume scattering to the lens. As the size of the PSF of the first lens
approaches the size of the second lens, the non-zero order terms will be filtered out. The
challenge is to prevent the PSF from spreading into adjacent lenses. If this happens, the
zero order term will be attenuated.
Many real world systems violate some of the assumptions that were made above,
so one must be careful when applying this theory. For example, the discussion has
assumed that the projection lens MTF is constant.
variations can be significant.

This is often not true, and the

For example, a lens that has field curvature is often

defocused on axis to obtain better image quality at the edge of the field. This means that
some areas of the image are in sharp focus and others are not. The result is that the lens
is band limiting the image with different cutoffs depending on position. If this is the
case, one must be careful that the screen performance is acceptable over the whole range
of field positions. Otherwise, the image may have a ring of distracting artifacts.
2.4.2 APERIODIC SAMPLING
While this discussion is adequate for periodic screens, it does not describe the
results for a random screen. The properties of a random screen must be well known in
order to determine what the image will look like. Because there are many types of
random screens, the discussion will be kept general. Even this general discussion will
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give insight into the basic behavior of random screens. This can be achieved by adding a
small amount of variation to a periodic array.
The question that must be answered is how does the frequency content of a
periodic array change if the spacing is given a random component. If each sample is
shifted a small amount, the low order terms will not be effected, however the very high
order terms will begin to spread out. As the randomness is increased, the high order
terms will become broader and shorter.

In addition, there will be noise distributed

throughout most frequencies. In all cases, however, the total transmission of the screen
has not been changed so the DC term is constant. Figure 2.13(a) shows a sample image

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.13 (a) Fourier transform of a chain of delta functions with a random
component to the spacing, (b) Frequency content of image if displayed on a screen
represented by (a). The desired signal, what is shown in figure 2.11, is highlighted.
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frequency spectnim for a screen. In this particular example, the first and second order
terms are present and they are slightly smaller. In addition, there is the extra low
amplitude noise that is at low image frequencies and gradually increases in amplitude as
the image frequency increases.

By convolving the screen spectrum with the image

spectrum, the final result is obtained as shown in figure 2.13(b). The frequency content
of the image is still present and largely unchanged, but any practical filter will either pass
some of the noise or blur some of the image. If some of the noise is passed to the
detector, it will appear as a fine graininess distributed throughout the image.
When a screen has a random component in its sampling, the sampling frequency
may not be well defined. However, the example shown in figure 2.13 has prominent high
order terms, so the base sampling frequency is well defined, and it is the distance
between orders. This base frequency must still exceed the Nyquist criteria, and it should
exceed it by at least a factor of 1.4. On the other hand, if the screen in question is random
enough, it will not have a well defined base sampling frequency. In this case, one needs
to make sure that the amount of noise that will be passed to the observer is acceptable. In
order to accomplish this, there are two things that need to be done. Firstly, the detail in
the screen needs to be fine enough so that the reconstruction filter does not pass it.
Secondly, the large scale variations need to be kept to a minimum.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

3.1 SUMMARY
In this experiment the noise (the color variation in the image) that is seen in rear
projection screens due to speckle was measured. In several previous studies, only the
luminance variations were measured, but this does not portray a complete picture. It is
necessary to look at the color variations that one would see in order to describe the
speckle noise.
The experimental system is divided into three main parts: the illuminator, the
imager and the detector. Each section was designed to have the specific properties that
were necessary for the experiment and model to match. For the illuminator this meant
that the effective size of the illuminator was adjusted with a pair of variable slits, and the
spatial variation was minimized. In addition, the color of the source could be changed to
either red, green, or blue.
The imager and the detector represented the eye in the model. The imager
replaced the eye's optics and the detector represented the retina.

The particular

approaches to constructing the imager and implementing the detector were important
because they could have a significant effect on the data. The imager consisted of two
lenses with an aperture stop, and the detector was a spot detector that scanned the image
of the screen created by the imager. For this experiment, the imager and detector were
not designed to match the normal optical characteristics of the human eye. They were
designed to increase the feature size in the measured speckle patterns. This was done to
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minimize the sensitivity of the measured data to small errors in the position of the
detector.

3.2 ILLUMINATOR
The illuminator had a source and conditioning optics to create the light
distribution that was desired. The source that was used for this set of measurements was
a Xenon arc lamp. For all of the measurements made, a UV/IR filter was used to block
ultraviolet and infrared light. Figure 3.1 shows the spectral distribution of the lamp
through the filter. This lamp was chosen because it has high luminous flux and low
Etendue. As will be shown later, the Etendue of the imager was low. If a high Etendue
source had been used, there would have been a decrease in the signal that reached the
detector and a decrease in the signal to noise ratio.

1
0.8

0.6
0.4
0.2 -
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0.38

0.48

0.58

0.68

wavelength (urn)

Fig 3.1 Spectral distribution of Xenon lamp with the UV/IR filter.
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Screen-

Observation
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•Variable slit
(a)
Screen-

Observation
point
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(b)
Fig. 3.2 Example of how the illumination cone is varied by controlling the size of the
variable slits, (a) shows the illumination cone with a full angle of 0| at the
observation point. By changing the size of the variable slit, in (b), the full angle of the
illumination cone is reduced to 62.
As shown in the Theoretical Background, the angular distribution is the
significant variable.

For simplicity, it was preferred to have a uniform angular

distribution. The approach that was taken to obtain this uniform distribution was to
create a source that had very good spatial uniformity and place it a fixed distance from
the screen.

As long as the small angle approximation (0 »sin0) was valid, the

illumination cone at a point on the screen was proportional to the size of the source.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of this.
3.2.1 HOMOGENIZER
For this experiment, the uniform source was obtained by using a glass
homogenizing bar. This is solid bar that is polished on all six sides. The bar in question

Fig. 3.3 Representation of light paths through a homogenizer. All the rays begin
at the same location but the red rays appear to originate from a virtual source
above the actual one.
is approximately 203mm long, the input face is 7.6mm square and the output face is
24.1mm by 18.8mm. It is made out of the Schott glass BIC7. Some of the light that
enters the bar will travel through the glass and exit through the output face without
encountering any of the other surfaces. The homogenizer does not affect these rays.
Rays with a large enough input angle will intersect one of the side wails before exiting.
The rays in question will undergo total internal reflection, and they will continue to
propagate towards the output face. Depending on the specific rays, they may reflect off
of several walls before exiting the homogenizer.
There will be a subset of rays that all reflect once off of one of the side walls.
These rays form a virtual image of the source that appears to be outside the homogenizer.
An analogy is placing a source next to a flat mirror. One can see the source itself and the
virtual image in the mirror. If there are two parallel mirrors, one will see multiple images
of the source. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a set of undeviated rays and a set of rays
that undergo one reflection. One can see that there will be an image of the source above
the real source. Since there are many different paths that the light takes, there are many
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Fig. 3.4 Photograph of incandescent source through the homogenizer.
images of the source.

Figure 3.4 is a photograph of a source seen through the

homogenizer. One can see that there are effectively dozens of sources illuminating the
output aperture. Using a homogenizer is equivalent to using a large source in fairly close
proximity to the output face. The significant difference is efficiency. Virtually all of the
light that enters the homogenizer exits through the output face. If a large, extended
source was used, then only a small fiction of the light would pass through an area that is
the same as the homogenizer's output face.
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3.2.2 SOURCE DIFFUSER
The geometry of the homogenizer resulted in a highly uniform source spatially,
but it did not have angular uniformity. The example in figure 3.4 shows a source that
does not completely fill the input face of the homogenizer. For any given point on the
output face, the pattern seen in figure 3.4 can be described as an angular distribution.
The Xenon lamp that was used had an elliptical reflector to capture the light. It formed
an image of the source that was smaller than the input face. While it was possible to
defocus the image, it was not easy to do this in a controlled way. Instead, a diffuser was
placed at the output face to smooth out the angular distribution of the illumination. The
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Fig. 3.5 (a) Cross section of angular distribution of diffuser that was placed at the
output face of the homogenizer. (b) Cross section of angular distribution of source
shown in figure 3.4 with and without the additional diffuser.
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geometry of the homogenizer was such that the angular separation of each image of the
source was approximately 3.3 degrees from its neighbors. Any diffuser that spreads a
significant amount of the light to at least 1.65 degrees from the original direction will
hide most of the structure in the source. Figure 3.Sa shows the spread of the diffuser that
was used. At a 2.5 degree angle from the peak, it has dropped to 50% of the maximum.
Figure 3.5b shows the angular distribution for the source at one azimuth.

The

fluctuations are very obvious. Figure 2.5b also shows the angular distribution at the same
azimuth when the diffuser was included. The reduction in variation is also obvious. For
the illumination geometry used, the largest possible illumination angle on the screen was
approximately 3.5 degrees. In figure 3.5b, in the "with" diffuser data, within the range of
-3.5 degrees to 3.5 degrees, the maximum value is 0.236 and the minimum value is
0.229. The minimum intensity is within 2.7% of the maximum intensity. While it would
be possible to obtain better uniformity, it would require a less efficient diffuser. The
diffuser that was selected was a compromise between uniformity and signal strength.
3.2.3 VARIABLE SLITS
The Xenon lamp, homogenizer, and
diffuser created a source that was spatially
and angularly uniform. In order to have an
effect on the speckle and the measured noise,
a pair of variable slits was placed at the
output of the homogenizer. By adjusting the

Width (mm) Height (mm)
2.3
2.3
2.3
9.3
9.3
4.7
14.0
9.3
14.0
17.7

2.3
4.7
14.0
4.7
9.3
22.9
9.3
22.9
22.9
22.9

Solid Angle
(millisteradians)
0.08
0.15
0.46
0.61
1.21
1.49
1.82
2.97
4.47
5.62

Table 3.1 Size of variable slits and the
corresponding solid angle.
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slits, the effective size of the source as seen from a point on the screen was changed.
This resulted in different solid angles of illumination for each slit configuration. For this
experiment, the screen was placed 268mm from the slits which were coplanar with the
output face of the homogenizer. This means that each square millimeter in the slit
corresponded to approximately 14 microsteradians. The slits were adjusted to a variety
of sizes, and the noise was measured. Table 3.1 shows some examples of slit sizes and
the corresponding illumination angle.
3.2.4 COLOR SELECTION
The method described above would be effective for measuring the variations in
luminance from the screen, but it does not address variations in color. In order to do this,
color niters were introduced to the system to simulate color vision. For each source
geometry and screen, red, green and blue filters were placed in the path. This resulted in
values that are analogous to the X, Y, and Z values from the CIE color space (see

268min
Variable
Image of
Xenon arc

Diffuser

Lightpipe

UV/IR filter

Fig. 3.6 Schematic diagram of experimental illuminator and screen setup.
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Wyszecki and Stiles^^ for a thorough discussion of color science). Figure 3.6 shows a
schematic diagram of the illuminator and screen geometry.
It is not easy to find color filters that give the appropriate spectral weightings
when matched to the source and detector that were used. To simplify the problem, the
measurements were made with red, green, and blue filters that had fairly sharp cutoffs
and relatively flat transmission regions. While this approach did not use the actual curves
for the CIE color space, it will be shown in the section on the detector, that the filters still
provided three primary colors that were predominantly red, green, and blue.

This

resulted in measurements in a color space that was similar to the CIE color space, but not
exactly the same.

3.3 IMAGER AND DETECTOR
The measured noise can depend strongly on the detector geometry. Since people
observe most displays, the human eye is the detector of interest. In order to decrease the
sensitivity of the measurements to positional uncertainty, the experimental imager did not
replicate the first order properties of the eye. While the first order properties may not
match, the imager and detector were configured to replicate the basic configuration of the
eye: a lens imaging onto a detector array. Because of the large variation in signals that
were measured (over four decades), a linear, large dynamic range detector was required.
A Photo Research 1980A photometer was used. This detector was capable of measuring
signals over twelve decades, and it was capable of measuring the very low light levels
produced by small sources.
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Photometer Position A

J...J Photometer 1 Position B
(a)
Screen

Lens
Photometer Position A

I Photometer I Position B
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fK^

Lens 2
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Lens 1
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Fig. 3.7 Three different approaches to collecting the light scattered fn>m a screen,
(a) Focus photometer on screen, (b) Re-image screen with a lens and focus
photometer on image, (c) Re-image screen with a telecentric lens and focus
photometer on image.
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The 1980A photometer was a spot detector and did not simulate an array
however. In order to simulate an array, the detector was moved to multiple measurement
points. This, unfortunately, would not simulate the off axis properties of an imaging lens.
In order to solve this problem, the screen was re-imaged by another lens, and the
intermediate image was scanned by the photometer. If a lens that is telecentric in image
space is used, and the numerical aperture is small enough, the photometer can scan and
capture all of the light from the point of interest while capturing the off axis performance
of the system.

Figure 3.7 shows how the measurements were taken and two other

approaches that were not as effective.
In figure 3.7a, the photometer is focused directly on the screen. Two different
measurement locations of the photometer are shown. It is clear from the figure that the
photometer is capturing the same set of angles from each measurement point. This
approach does not replicate the eye because the light reaching the retina at different
locations left the screen at different angles. An example of how this could lead to
misleading results is a case where the photometer collects light over a very small angle.
If it is small enough, very little diffracted light will reach the detector. This is the
equivalent of measuring only the zero order of a diffraction grating. The signal will be
proportional to the transmittance at the measurement spot, but it will not vary
significantly with wavelength. This would result in a measurement that has virtually no
color variation with position.
Figure 3.7b shows one way to solve this problem. An additional lens forms an
image of the screen. This image is scanned by the photometer. In this configuration, the
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relationship between position on the detector and angle is maintained. The problem with
this approach is the 1980A photometer collects light firom a spot that is on its optical axis.
In other words, if the angle of the light with respect to the photometer's axis is too large,
the light will not reach the detector. A solution would be to rotate the photometer as it is
scanned. This added complexity is not necessary when a different configuration is used.
Figure 3.7c shows the approach that was used to collect data. A lens that was
telecentric in image space was used. One can see that the light reaching the photometer
in position B left the screen at a different angle than the light reaching position A. The
second lens, however, refracts the light so that the bundle of rays for each point was
parallel to the optical axis of the photometer. This means that the photometer could be
scanned without a rotation, and the angular variations would be captured. The only issue
was that the numerical aperture of the imaging system had to be lower than the numerical
aperture of the photometer. To first order, this was not necessary, but an imaging lens
that was not perfectly telecentric could result in a correlation between signal strength and
photometer position.
3.3.1 IMAGER
The experimental imaging lens consisted of two doublets and an iris diaphragm.
The lens closest to the screen was a 50mm focal length lens. The iris was placed next to
the lens on the opposite side from the screen. This was the aperture stop for the system.
The opening was set to a diameter of 1.3mm. The second lens had a 200mm focal length,
and it was positioned so that the aperture stop was located at its front focal point. The
screen sample was placed at the front focal point of the 50mm lens. This resulted in an
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Image of screei
188.7mm

Aperture stop,
1.3mm diameter
Lens I,
50mm, F/2.5

Scanned area,,
15.24mm high

Lens 2,
200mm, F/4.0

Fig. 3.8 Schematic diagram of experimental imaging lens
image that was 200mm from the second lens with a magnification of -4. In addition, the
imager had a working F/# of 154 in image space. Figure 3.8 shows a layout of the
imaging system.
If one considers two rays traveling from opposite sides of the aperture towards the
screen, there will be a maximum angle of 0.373 degrees between them. At that angle,
two plane waves would produce a fringe pattern with a period of approximately 77^m. If
one thinks of one peak or one valley of this fringe pattern as the feature size, the smallest
features possible in the speckle pattern are 38.5^m. The minimum feature size is directly
related to the working F/# of the imager. The larger the feature size, the easier it is to
accurately measure the speckle pattern's structure. The slower the imager, however, the
less light that reaches the detector. Ultimately, the speed was selected based on the size
of the detector spot.

This resulted in a reasonable

sensitivity and signal strength.

compromise between positional
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3.3.2 DETECTOR
The measurements were taken by scanning the photometer in one direction and
measuring the signal with the red, green, and blue filters. The photometer collected light
from a spot that had a 30^m diameter. The photometer was moved i3^m between each
measurement. This step size was chosen because it resulted in a sampling frequency that
was approximately three times the Nyquist frequency. The over sampling was done to
ensure that no aliasing took place with the high frequency components of the speckle
pattern. Because the imager had a magnification of -4, the 30^m collection spot at the
image of the screen corresponded to a spot that was 7.S)im on the screen. In addition, the
13^m steps between measurements corresponded to steps of 3.25^m on the screen. For
each measurement, three light distribution profiles were recorded; one for each color.
Figure 3.9 shows a diagram of the entire system.
3.3.2.1 CALIBRATION
In order to create a representative model, it was necessary to know what the
response of the system was as a function of wavelength as well as the spectral
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distribution of the source. The photopic filter was removed from the photometer in order
to increase the signal which made it necessary to calibrate the detector.

A

monochrometer was used to produce narrow band light. The signal from the Xenon lamp
through the monochrometer was measured with the modified 1980A photometer and a
Photo Research 704 spectroradiometer. The ratio of the signal from the 1980A to the
signal from the 704 gave a spectral correction factor. This correction factor was used to
predict what the signal from the 1980A would be if the signal from the 704 was known.
The spectral distribution of the source with each color filter was measured and converted
into the signal from the 1980A. Figure 3.10 shows the three curves.

3.4 COLOR PROPERTIES
With this calibration, it was possible to calculate the color noise statistics. That
is: the average and standard deviation for the color noise was calculated. The CIE color
space uses three different spectrally weighted filters to create a color map. Because it
was not practical to obtain filters that gave the detector the same response properties as
the CIE curves, the curves shown in figure 3.10 were used. This meant that the color
space used for the experiment was not the CIE color space. Tl<e color space used was
defined the same way, but the numbers it produced for a given color were different then
the CIE system. If the signals for red green and blue are R, G, and B, then the two
dimensional coordinates of the particular color on the color map are given by e and f,
where;

0.38

0.43

0.48

0.53

0.58

0.63

0.68

Wavelength (^m)
Fig 3.10 Response of 1980A photometer to Xenon lamp with different
color filters.
e=
R+G+B
f =•
R+G+B

(3.1)

(3.2)

The (e,0 coordinates correspond to the (x,y) coordinates of the CIE 1932 color space.
The (e,0 coordinates were found for each point, and the average e and f values were also
found. The distance between the average color point and each individual color point
gives the color error.
error„ =>/(««-(e))" +(fa-(f))'

(3.3)

where each value of n is a different measurement point.
As an example, an ideal blackbody source at 6000K has (e,0 color coordinates of
(0.1999,0.3688). In order to get a sense of how much of a change in spectral distribution
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Fig. 3.11 Color error when an ideal blackbody at a given temperature is compared to
an ideal blackbody at 6000K. (a) Color error for a range of temperatures of S600 to
6400K. (b) Color error for a range of temperatures of 1000 to 1500GK.
is needed to have a given color error, it is useful to compare this color coordinate with
those of blackbodies at different temperatures. If equation 3.3 is used, the expected color
coordinates are those for the 6000K blackbody. The (en, f„) coordinates are for the
blackbody at the temperature in question.
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Figure 3.11 shows graphs of the color error versus temperature. The difference
between the two plots is the temperature range shown. Figure 3.11a shows the color
error for relatively small temperature changes. The error at 6000K is zero because the
color of the blackbody in question is being compared to a blackbody that is also at
6000K. Figure 3.1 la shows that a temperature change of approximately 40K results in a
color error of 0.001. In addition, a temperature change of approximately •f36SK or
-31SK gives a color error of 0.01. Figure 3.1 lb shows the color error for a much larger
range of blackbody temperatures. In order to have a color error of 0.1, a temperature
change of •t-9000K or -2000K is required. The large asymmetry in the temperature
change required for a given color error is due to the fact that the blackbody curve is
strongly asymmetric. A color error of O.S would require a drop in temperature of almost
4S00K. While it is not easy to say what color errors can be seen and how obvious they
are, it is clear that a color error of 0.001 would be easy to ignore if it could be seen at all.
A color error of 0.01 is probably noticeable, but not significant. A color error of 0.1 or
greater should be considered a significant change in color.
3.4.1 METRICS
Once the color error as a function of position was found, it was possible to
calculate the color noise metrics. The average color error and its standard deviation were
calculated for different screens as a function of illumination geometry. These are the key
metrics of the color noise in a system. When the average color error in a system is high
that means that there is a significant amount of fluctuation in the observed color. When it
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is low, most of the image will be the desired color. The standard deviation of the color
error gives an indication of how large the color swings might be.
Two screens with the same average color error and different standard deviations
of color error will have significantly different appearances. The low standard deviation
screen will have some fluctuations of color about the average but there will be few
significantly large changes in color. On the other hand, a screen with the same average
color error, but a significantly larger standard (teviation will have far more points on the
screen close to the desired color. The problem is that it will also have far more points on
the screen where there are large changes in color. Between these two screens it is a
tradeoff between many subtle color fluctuations with few obvious ones and spots of
obvious color difference surrounded by the desired color.
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4. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS
The equations presented in section two show how to calculate the speckle pattern
from a screen. In order to make a comparison between the measured data and the model,
the source and detector models needed to be complete. In order to give the modeled
source the same properties as the experimental source, the model had to include the facts
that the source was polychromatic and extended. In order to predict the signal from the
photometer, two additions were required. The first was to take into account the spectral
response of the detector. The second was to include the fact that the photometer collects
light from a spot, not a point.

4.1 SOURCE MODEL
Most projection systems use broad band sources, and the cone of light incident on
the screen has a small, but nonzero angle. The spectral distribution of the source was
divided into bands, and the speckle pattern was calculated for the central wavelength in
each band. The goal was to make each band small enough so that there was very little
variation in the speckle patterns created by all of the wavelengths within a band. The
limitation was the computational resources available to process all of the wavelengths.
The compromise that was used for this simulation was lOnm bands. At O.S^m, a lOnm
change in wavelength results in over a one terahertz change in frequency. The eye will
easily integrate any interference pattern between visible light separated by lOnm. The
result of this is that one can add the irradiance patterns from different wave bands.

To simulate the multiple angles, the extended source was modeled as an array of
distant point sources. Each point source represented a different incident angle. Because
of the complex paths from the source through the homogenizer and the diffuser, it was
possible that light coming from two different angles hitting a single spot on the screen
could have come from the same point on the source. It was also possible that both paths
had nearly identical path lengths. If both of these conditions were met, the light coming
from two different angles would have a constant phase relationship. This means that
electric fields should be added, and then the irradiance should be calculated. If either
condition was not met, the light from the two angles in questions would not have a
constant phase relation, and the irradiances should be added. It was reasonable to assume
that the number of angles where both conditions were met was significantly smaller than
the number of angles were at least one or both condition were not met. Because of the
rarity of coherence between angles, the speckle patterns were calculated for each angle
and the irradiances were added. In the model, the incident plane waves were separated
by O.OS degrees.

4.2 DETECTOR MODEL
In order to predict the measured signals from the photometer, it was necessary to
weight the speckle patterns appropriately by the response of the detector. For each
wavelength, the speckle pattern was multiplied by the appropriate value from the
response curves shown in figure 3.10. Each speckle pattern was ultimately multiplied by
three different response curve values, one for each color. This value included the spectral
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distribution of the source, the transmission of the color filters, and the response of the
detector. All of the irradiance patterns were weighted by the appropriate curve. All of
the weighted patterns were then added incoherently to produce the predicted signal as a
function of position. This was done for the red, green, and blue curves.
The last piece that needed to be included to predict the experimental results was to
include the sampling that was done by the photometer.

As discussed above, the

photometer collected light from a 30^m spot. In other words, all of the light that reached
the image plane of the screen and was contained within a 30^m spot reached the detector.
Any structure that was present in this spot was lost. If this was not done for the modeled
data, additional structure might be present that was not detectable with the experimental
setup. To solve this problem, a 30^m spot was convolved with the calculated irradiance
distributions to smooth out any details that could not be measured. The signals that were
produced by this convolution correspond to the measured signals.

4.3 MODEL SIMPLfflCATION
A significant simplification was made for the model.

In order to keep the

computational tasks manageable, only one dimension of the screen was modeled. As an
example of the size of a one dimensional computational task, a representative simulation
had 5000 samples on the screen, 30 different wavelengths, and 100 different angles. This
resulted in I.S 10^ data points. All of the required operations were applied to these
points. If a two dimensional sample was modeled, there would be 7.5 I0'°. This increase
would turn a simulation that took a few hours into one that takes many months.
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While this simplification was required to keep the problem tractable, it must be
accounted for in any comparison between measured data and modeled data. There are
two parts of the simulation that do not match the experimental system. The first is that
the model screen has a profile in one direction and does not vary in the other.

The

second is that the detector is modeled as a line detector, and in the real system it is an
area detector.
The lack of variation in both directions of the screen means that the model was
essentially calculating the figures of merit for a cross section of a linear array of
"cylindrical" lenses. It was expected to have the largest effect for screens with large
phase object sizes. For example, consider a hypothetical screen that is made of a random
array of lenses. A line profile of the sample will produce a series of bumps of differing
heights and widths. The model would treat this as an array of cylindrical lenses of
different sizes. When this system is illuminated, it will form a series of parallel lines of
illumination.

When the simulated detector is scanned across these lines, light from each

lens will be detected. When this is compared to the real case, a significant difference
arises. For the hypothetical screen described, when it is illuminated, it will create an
array of bright spots. If the spaces between the dots are large compared to the spot size
of the detector, many of the lenses that the detector passes over will not contribute to the
measured signal.
The result of using a one dimensional model was an inappropriate weighting, in
the simulation, of the bright spots compared to the surrounding dark areas. The perceived
color tends to be driven by the bright areas. Therefore this approach may give more

accurate predictions of what one might see. Unfortunately, it may not agree with the
measured data. For screens with large phase objects, refraction can be used to explain
most of the properties of the bright spots.

In the darker areas that surround them,

however, refraction alone cannot explain the presence of light.

Diffraction plays a

significant role in explaining the presence of light in these dark areas. Because of this,
one should expect the color variations to be greater in the dark areas than in the bright
ones. Because of the inappropriate weighting of the bright areas to the dark ones in the
model, one should expect that the model would under predict the color error in large
phase object screens.
The discrepancy between the modeled detector and the experimental detector will
produce an opposite effect. Because the experimental detector had an area, it may have
covered more than one feature in the irradiance pattern. As long as the features were not
perfectly correlated, the detector was averaging multiple random variables. This resulted
in a decrease in the randomness of the measured signal. A reduction in the randomness
of the measured signals would result in a reduction of the figures of merit.
In the case where the feature size was approximately the size of the detector spot,
one can hypothesize what the effect would be. In the simulation, there was variation in
only one direction. This was the equivalent of sampling the randomness of the irradiance
in one direction only. The experimental detector sampled the variation in two directions.
This was the equivalent of sampling two random variables. If the two variables were
independent, one would expect the variation and the figures of merit in the simulations to
be too high by a factor of ^^2.
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The approach that was taken was to convert the one dimension prediction into a
two dimensional one. In order to compare to the real sources, the illumination angle in
the model was converted into a solid angle. If the modeled source angle represented the
height of a square illumination cone, the solid angle could be calculated. As a starting
point, the simulated figures of merit were divided by -Jl for comparison to the measured
Hgures of merit.

4.4 SCREEN SAMPLES
Behavior was predicted for two types of screens. The first was a ground glass
sample, and the second was a plastic surface diffuser (PSD) that is commercially
available. The PSD screens come with different amounts of diffusion. They are referred
to by the full width, half maximum scatter angle (i.e. 60deg PSD). All of the samples
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Fig 4.1 Surface profiles for three different diffusers.
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RMS
of PTV(nm)
Height (um)
60degPSD
1.48
8.12
8.08
20deg PSD
1.45
8.16
5deKPSD
1.49
Ground glass 0.77
5.24
Table 4.1 Physical properties of screen samples. The
root-mean-square (RMS) and peak-to-valley (PTV)
heights were measured with the best fit line subtracted.
Screen

were characterized by obtaining surface profiles with a KLA-Tencor PIO stylus
profllometer. Figure 4.1 shows three examples of the data. Table 4.1 has calculated
parameters for the different screens. The best fit line was subtracted from each profile in
figure 4.1. The best fit line was also subtracted from the measured profiles to obtain the
data in table 4.1
Figure 4.1 and table 4.1 show that there were some similarities between the
PSDs, while the ground glass was significantly different. All three PSDs had almost
identical root-mean-square (RMS) heights as well as peak-to-valley (PTV) heights. What
was different between the three PSDs was the spatial frequency content of the structure.
The ground glass, on the other hand, had an RMS height that was about one half of the
PSDs. The PTV height was also one third of the PSDs.

4.5 PREDICTED DATA
4.5.1 SAMPLE DATA SETS
The measured screen profiles were converted to phase differences, and these
phases were introduced into the model. The exact material that was used to create the
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PSDs and the ground glass was not known. Because the dispersive properties of the
material result in a variation of phase with wavelength, it was necessary to pick a material
for the simulations. The index properties of acrylic were used for all four samples.
The phase profiles that correspond to the heights shown in figure 4.1 were used to
calculate the irradiance patterns for illumination conditions that matched the experimental
setup. These patterns were calculated for a range of illumination angles, and the color
was calculated at each point using equations 3.1 and 3.2. These calculations yielded the
(e.O color coordinates for each simulated point on the screen. The average color was
found by calculating the average values for e and f, and then the distance from the
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Fig. 4.2 (a) Predicted image plane irradiance for the 60deg PSD with a source angle
of 0.3 millisteradians. Each curve represents a different color filter, (b) The distance
in color space from the average color for the data shown in (a).
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average color was calculated for each sample point using equation 3.3. The result of this
calculation was the color error at each simulation point on the screen. From the color
error as a function of position, the average error and its standard deviation, the figures of
merit, were calculated. The figures of merit were calculated as a function of illumination
angle. This relationship was the desired result from the simulations. It showed how
varying the illumination angle could change the figures of merit, the average color error
and its standard deviation. Figure 4.2 shows representative calculations for the 60deg
PSD.
The data shown in figure 4.2 shows some significant relationships. Figure 4.2a
shows the calculated irradiance distributions when either the red, green, or blue filter was
included in the illuminator. It is clear that there is some correlation between the three
colors. For example, all three colors have their maximum irradiance between 0.8 and 1.0
millimeters. There are other points on the curve that show the colors do not have a high
degree of correlation. For example, around i.S millimeters, the blue signal is relatively
large while the red signal has dropped significantly.
When the color error shown in figure 4.2b is examined, additional relationships
are apparent. The most significant is that the color error is not well correlated to the
average brightness of the image. For instance, between 0.8 and 1.0 millimeters, all three
color signals are elevated compared to the rest of the data. The color error, however, is
not significantly elevated. This is an example of how the figures of merit used here differ
from previously used figures of merit. Several pervious authors have used luminance
variation alone as the figure of merit for measuring screen speckle'" '^ ''*""^. While this
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approach has the advantage of being easier to measure, it ignores color fluctuations that
can easily be seen. Including the average color error and its standard deviation in screen
characterizations will provide a more complete picture of performance than luminance
variations alone.
Another observation can be made about the data shown figure 4.2b. The color
error is not zero very often. This means that the average color is fairly rare. This is
because both e and f must match the average color simultaneously to have a color error of
zero. While there may be few spots on the screen that have the average color, if the light
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Fig. 4.3 (a) Predicted image plane irradiance for the ground glass diffuser with a
source angle of 4.9 millisteradians. Each curve represents a different color filter, (b)
The distance in color space firom the average color for the data shown in (a).
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firom all spots was combined at one location, that location would have the average color.
It is because of this fact that the average color is an appropriate point to measure color
error from.
Figure 4.3 shows another set of representative data. It shows the results from a
simulation of the ground glass diffuser.

An important thing to keep in mind when

comparing the data in figure 4.2 to 4.3 is that the illumination cone used to produce figure
4.3 was over sixteen times larger than that used to produce the data in figure 4.2. The
three color curves in figure 4.3a appear to be more correlated than the curves in figure
4.2a. The objective measure of this is in the color error curve. The maximum color error
in figure 4.3b is about one quarter of the maximum error in flgure 4.2b. The stronger the
correlation between the three colors, the lower the color error. If one takes the extreme
case of all three colors being perfectly correlated, the color would be the same at all
points. This would result in a color error that was uniformly zero.
There is a similarity between the color error curves in figures 4.2 and 4.3. There
is not a relationship between the extremes of the brightness and the color error. While
some of the large jumps in color error occur at local maxima or minima, not all do. This
trend was present in all of the simulations that were done.
Another comparison of data that is insightful is shown in figure 4.4. This shows
the simulated blue distribution for the ground glass diffuser at two different illumination
angles. One can see that the data from the 0.3 millisteradian simulation has more
fluctuations than the data from the 1.2 millisteradian simulation. Both curves were
normalized so that their average values are one. The standard deviations for the 0.3 and
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1.2 millisteradian data are 0.668 and 0.407 respectively. This trend was also in all of the
simulated data: the variation of individual colors is inversely related to the size of the
illumination cone.
4.5.2 SIMULATED VALUES FOR THE HGURES OF MERIT
What was of interest was the values of the flgures of merit for the color error
shown in figures 4.2b and 4.3b. Statistical figures of merit were chosen because it would
have been very difflcult to get measured and predicted irradiance curves to match. Doing
this would have required extremely flne positioning in four axes. The exact shape of the
error curve is not usually of interest; it is the amount of unwanted variation that will be
present that is important. The selected figures of merit are meaningful measures of this
fluctuation. The average color error is a measure of how much color will be present in
what ideally should be a white screen. The standard deviation tells how large the color
fluctuations are and how likely it is that there are very large swings in color. Figure 4.S
shows the predicted color error averages, and figure 4.6 shows the predicted standard
deviations in color error.
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Fig. 4.4 Normalized predicted blue irradiance distribution for the ground glass
diffuser for illununation angles of 1.2 and 0.3 millisteradians.
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Fig. 4.6 Predicted standard deviation in color as a function of illumination angle.
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The simulated curves show that both figures of merit decreased as the
illumination cone was increased. What is significant is that they also show that the rate
of change in the average color error and its standard deviation varied with illumination
angle. Increasing the illumination cone from 0.5 to 1.0 millisteradians had a much larger
effect than increasing from S to S.S millisteradians. What is also clear is that increasing
the angle always decreases the figures of merit. While the decrease may be small for
some screens, there is always some room for improvement.
Both sets of curves in figures 4.S and 4.6 have a similar appearance. If there was
a fixed relationship between the two figures of merit, they could be combined into one.
Figure 4.7 shows the ratio of the average color error to the color error standard deviation.
What is clear from this data is that a relationship does exist, but the two figures of merit
are not tied closely enough so that one could be used to predict the other. For example,
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Fig. 4.7 Ratio of the average color error to the color error standard deviation. A
constant value would be the result if there was a fixed relationship between the two
figures of merit.
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using the average value of the ratio between the two figures of merit for the 60deg PSD
would result in an error of almost twenty percent. There is not enough data to show that
there is a consistent relationship between the two figures of merit. In addition, it is not
known how the figures of merit will behave for other screen types. Because of these
reasons, both figures of merit have been kept.
4.5.3 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
In addition to calculating the statistics of the color noise, one must calculate the
angular distribution the screen will have. The angular distribution of a screen is an
important design parameter. When designing a system, one needs to understand how the
light will be distributed in the viewing volume.

A balance must be met between

spreading light in a large enough volume without large amounts of light going to places
where there are no observers. By controlling where the light goes, one hopes to increase
the brightness of the display in the desired volume. The things that one desires in a
screen to reduce noise are often the things that result in a narrow angular distribution.
Because of this relationship, it is necessary to be able to predict the angular distribution
as well as the noise.
The surface data shown in figure 4.1 was used to calculate the angular
distribution. The first step was to calculate the phase introduced by the surface. With
this, the far field diffraction pattern was calculated. This gave the angular distribution of
the screen for a single wavelength. Because the calculation was done for monochromatic
light, the result was the speckle pattern that would be seen if the detector was very far
from the screen. It was different from the calculations that were used to produce figures
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4.5 and 4.6 because it did not take into account the diffraction of the imaging lens. By
smoothing out the fine structure in the speckle, the screen's angular distribution was
calculated.
Given the surface profile and the index of refraction, it was simple to convert the
screen surface data into the phase shifts that were introduced to a transmitted plane wave.
If h is the height of the screen as a function of position, x, the phase is
<l>.=ik (H-hJ+ili
n

(4.1)

where k is the wave number, H is the distance from the deepest valley to the highest peak
in the screen, and n is the refractive index. Gaskill^ shows that by limiting the viewing
geometry to the Fraunhofer region, the irradiance distribution will be the square of the
Fourier transform of the transmission function.

(4.2)

where z is the observation distance. The Fourier transform is evaluated at
(4.3)
Equation 4.2 shows that the irradiance is the square of the Fourier transform of the phase
function. Another way to look at the calculation is to switch the order of the operations.
A product in frequency space is a convolution in linear space. This means that the phase
function can be convolved with itself and then the Fourier transform can be taken.
Mathematically, this is
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In other words, the angular distribution of the screen was proportional to the
Fourier transform of the screen's autocorrelation function. When one looks at the surface
profiles shown in figure 4.1, it is clear why the 60deg PSD had a broader scatter angle
than the Sdeg PSD. The feature size in the 60deg PSD was much smaller than the feature
size in the Sdeg PSD. Assuming that there was no large scale correlation in either screen,
the autocorrelation function of the 60deg PSD will fall to zero much faster than for the
Sdeg PSD. The angular distribution was proportional to the Fourier transform of this
function, so a very narrow autocorrelation function resulted in a wide angular distribution
and vice versa. The significant point is that it is easy to control the angular distribution of
a screen in theory.

By decreasing the correlation length in a screen, the angular

distribution is increased. In addition, by controlling the shape of the autocorrelation
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Fig 4.8 Calculated angular distribution for 60 deg PSD for a monochromatic plane
wave.
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function, it is possible to shape the angular distribution into more efficient patterns.
Regardless of the approach taken, as long the observation plane is in the
Fraunhofer region, the only thing that changes with viewing distance is the scale of the
pattern.

This allows for a simple transformation from spatial position to angular

distribution.
Figure 4.8 shows the calculated angular distribution for the 6C)deg PSD. The
constant term in equation 4.2 has been dropped. In most applications, the source will be
polychromatic and have a small, but non-zero angular extent. The effect that both of
these changes has on the intensity distribution is that additional uncorrelated speckle
patterns are added. This will smooth out the pattern shown in figure 4.8. Figure 4.9
shows the data from figure 4.8, but it has been smoothed with a sliding average that is
approximately 0.7S degrees wide. In addition, figure 4.9 has a Gaussian curve fit to the
data. Figure 4.10 shows the curve fits for all four samples. The relative scales between
the curves have been maintained.
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been smoothed by a sliding average. Also shown is a Gaussian curve fit to the
smoothed data.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The goal of the measurements was to determine the limitations of the model.
What was required was the measurement of the two figures of merit. In order to calculate
the average amount of color and its standard deviation as a function of the illumination
angle, the four screen samples were measured using the experimental technique described
previously. In short, for each screen, several different illumination angles were used, and
the screen luminance was measured with three color filters.
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(e)

(0

Fig 5.2 Pictures of speckle patterns from ground glass and the 60deg PSD. The black
circle is the 30^m detection spot, (a) ground glass with a 0.16 millisteradian source
(b) ground glass with a 0.65 millisteradian source (c) ground glass with a 6.0
millisteradian source (d) 60deg PSD with a 0.16 millisteradian source (e) 60deg PSD
with a 0.65 millisteradian source (0 60deg PSD with a 6.0 millisteradian source
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(c)

(d)

Fig 5.3 Pictures of speckle patterns from the 20deg and 5deg PSD. The biack circle
is the 30^m detection spot, (a) 20deg PSD with a 0.041 millisteradian source (b)
20deg PSD with a 6.0 millisteradian source (c) Sdeg PSD with a 0.041 millisteradian
source (d) 5 deg PSD with a 6.0 millisteradian source

5.1 MEASURED DATA
Figure 5.1 shows some examples of what typical measurements look like. The
data were normalized such that the average of the sum of all red, green, and blue
measurements was three. When the two sets of data are compared, one can see that the
0.3 millisteradian data has significantly higher peaks and slightly lower valleys. In
addition, there is more fine structure in the 0.3 millisteradian data. Figures 5.2 and 5.3
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show photographs of the speckle patterns as seen through the eyepiece of the photometer.
While one must keep in mind that the camera used was not necessarily linear, and the
color representation on the page do not necessarily match the real image, the pictures are
a good relative representation of what the speckle looks like. The series of photographs
of the ground glass and the 60deg PSD show a clear progression from large to small
amounts of color as the solid angle was increased. There is also an easily noticed
difference in the color between the two pictures of the 20deg PSD. The difference
between the pictures of the Sdeg PSD is not as strong, but there are some color fringes
visible in picture (c) of figure 5.3 that are not visible in picture (d).
5.1.1 SPECKLE SIZE
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 visually demonstrate that the larger the illumination cone, the
less the color variation. What has not been discussed is what affects the size of the
structure seen in the photographs. There are two different regimes with different limits in
each. For systems where the screen features are small, the point spread function of the
imaging lens is what determines the size of the structure. As discussed above, the
experimental imager could not produce features smaller than 38.5^m.

While it is

somewhat subjective, the size of the structure in the figure 5.2 is on the order of the size
of the black spot that has a 30fun diameter.

This limit is true regardless of the

illumination cone. If the imaging lens aperture is made larger, the lens will be capable of
imaging smaller structure and the speckle pattern would contain finer detail.
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Figure S.3(c) and (d) show the Sdeg PSD screen. In this case, the structure in the
screen is larger than the 38.S^m limit. The individual phase objects are big enough that
they can be imaged effectively by the imaging lens. The color fnnges that are visible in
S.3(c) are subjected to the resolution limit of the imaging lens. If the experimental
imager were faster, the color fnnges would have finer structure. In figure S.3(d), tlie
fringes have been washed out, and the individual phase objects in the diffuser determine
the size of the structures seen.

5.1.2 MEASURED RGURES OF MERIT
Figure S.4 shows the average measured color error for the 60deg PSD. The
predicted data is superimposed on the same graph.

Figure 5.5 shows the standard

deviation of the color error for the same screen. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 have the data for the
ground glass, figures 5.8 and 5.9 have the data for the 20deg PSD, and figures 5.10 and
5.11 have the data for the 5deg PSD.
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Fig. 5.4 Measured average color error for 60deg PSD as a function of illumination
angle. The model data is shown for reference.
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Fig. 5.10 Measured average color error for the 5deg PSD as a function of illumination
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Fig. 5.11 Measured standard deviation of color error for the 5deg PSD as a function
of illumination angle. The model data is shown for reference.
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Fig. S.12 Measured green distribution for the Sdeg and 60deg PSDs. The
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scaled to allow for plotting on the same chart. The width of the detector spot is shown
for comparison.
As expected, there are some limitations to the selected approach. The simulations
for the screens with the finest structure (60deg PSD and ground glass) have the best
match with the measured data. The coarsest screen (Sdeg PSD) shows a poor match
between the simulated and measured data. Because of the simplifications that were made
to the model, this type of performance was expected. Figure 5.12 shows measured data
for the 60deg and Sdeg PSDs as well as the size of the detection spot for comparison. As
can be seen, the irradiance pattern from the Sdeg PSD has some structure that is
significantly larger than the measurement spot. It also has relatively large areas with
little irradiance as well. The 60deg PSD, however, has a significant amount of structure
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that is on the order of the size of the detector spot, and it does not have areas of little or
no irradiance.
These two screens are representative of the hypothetical screens that were
discussed in the section on Model Simplifications. As was predicted, the simulation
would under estimate the figures of merit in screens with large phase objects because it
would give inadequate weight to the darker areas. The light that lands in these areas can
be best explained by diffraction effects, while the light in the peaks can be adequately
explained by refraction alone. As stated above, the simulation inadequately weights the
areas where diffraction is the primary source of the irradiance. Since one expects
diffraction to be a more colorful phenomenon, one should also expect the simulation to
produce figures of merit that are too low. As can be seen in figures 5.10 and 5.11, this is
what happened.
The distribution of the irradiance for the 60deg PSD shown in figure 5.12 can
only be explained with diffraction. Therefore, it does not have areas where refraction
alone can explain the results. This means that the weighting problems in the 5deg PSD
are not present in the 60deg PSD. It was hypothesized that the conversion from a one
dimensional detector to a two dimensional one would result in aV2term for systems
where the irradiance features are on the order of the detector size. As can be seen in
figures 5.4 and 5.5, this produced a good match between the predicted and simulated
figures of merit. In addition, the ground glass simulations matched the measurements.
The irradiance distribution for the ground glass also had feature sizes that were on the
order of the detector size.
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Fig. 5.13 Measured figures of merit for the 20deg PSD as a function of illumination
angle. The V2 term has been omitted.
While the simulations for all four screens did not match the measured figures of
merit, all of the simulations accurately predicted the general shape of the curves. Figure
5.13 shows the 20deg PSD without the V2 correction term in the simulated data. This
shows a good match between the shapes of the curves for the simulated and predicted
figures of merit. This demonstrates that the 20deg PSD is close to the edge of what the
model can predict.
The agreement between the shapes of the curves for the 5deg PSD was the
weakest. The simulation predicted that the figures of merit would rise sharply with
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decreasing illumination angle beginning around 0.3 millisteradians. In order to measure
points at angles smaller than this, the variable slits in the experimental setup were very
small. This resulted in a decrease in the signal to noise ratio in the detector, which
resulted in increased noise in the figure of merit calculations. Regardless of this, the
average color error showed an increased value for illumination angles of 0.3
millisteradians or less. The standard deviation of the color noise, however, was noisy,
and while it was difficult to say if this trend was truly present in the measured data, it was
reasonable to expect it to be there.
5.1.3 MEASUREMENT NOISE
One of the things that needed to be addressed was the noise in the measurement
system. The noise was characterized using two approaches. First, the photometer was
pointed at a spot on the screen, and the luminance was measured as a function of time.
The second approach was to conduct the normal color error measurement except the
color filter was not changed. Because all three scans were done for the identical spectral
distribution, any color error that was present in this
calculation was due to measurement noise. Figure

1
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Average deviation
color
of color
error
error
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S.14 shows the noise at a single point as a function of
time. Table 5.1 shows the calculated color error for
three measurements where there was no color
variation.
The two curves in figure 5.14 show that there

Table 5.1 Measured color
error for system with single
color filter
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Fig. S.14 Temporal noise in measurements for two different brightnesses. The
average values are 9.69 and 0.0352 ftL. The standard deviations are 0.188 and
0.00372.
was little variation in the signal with time. A measurement was taken approximately
every second. There was a small upward trend for the first ten minuets. The source of
this variation is not clear. For the higher brightness measurement, the system was given
two hours to reach equilibrium. The lower brightness measurement was taken after that.
It is clear that the system had already reached equilibrium by the end of the high
brightness measurement, but the low brightness measurement still exhibited the slight rise
in the first ten minutes.
Regardless of the fact that there was a small amount of variation at the beginning
of a measurement, the effect on the figures of merit was not significant for most
measurements. The mean average color error and standard deviation measured on a
colorless system were 0.0031 and 0.0044 respectively. The smallest average color and
standard deviation measurements were 0.022 at 0.019. While the noise was a significant
fraction of the minimum measurements, it did not effect the conclusions. Most of the
measured values for the average color and standard deviation were above 0.055 and
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0.035. In addition, most of the high figure of merit values occur for small illumination
angles. The behavior in this region was of the greatest interest because this is where
speckle plays a larger role in the color errors.
5.1.4 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
A secondary goal was to validate the angular distribution calculations. The same
Xenon source used for measuring screen noise was used as a source. An aperture with a
1.3mm diameter was placed in firont of the lamp, and the lamp was placed approximately
2.5 meters from the screen. This illumination geometry was used to limit the size of the
illumination cone. An Eldim EZcontrast 160R Fourierscope was focused on each screen,
and the angular distribution recorded. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the predicted and
measured results. These results show a good match between the predicted and measured
angular distributions. The discrepancies are measured data sets that are slightly wider for
the 20deg and 5deg PSDs as well as the rate at which the intensity falls off in the tails for
the 60deg PSD and the ground glass.
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6. DISCUSSION

6.1 COHERENCE LENGTH VERSUS SPECKLE
One approach that has been used in the past to determine the required feature size
of a screen is the concept of coherence length. It has often been assumed that if the size
of the phase objects in a screen is larger than the coherence length, speckle will not be
present'^'^"^.

The model that was built to predict color error as a function of

illumination angle can be used to test the validity of this rule of thumb, as well as predict
the performance in the crossover region.
The van Cittert-Zemike theorem can be used to calculate the degree of coherence
between two points on the screen as a function of the source brightness function', L(^,ii).

6.1

where k is the average value for k, z is the distance from the source to the screen, and Ax
and Ay are distances in x and y between the two points in question. If the source is round
with a radius of R, and Ar is substituted for -^Ax' + Ay* , the magnitude of

is:

( kRAr "I
•*1
|n(Ar) =

kRAr
z

6.2

where J| is the Bessel function of the first kind and first order. The significance of ^ is
that it describes the relative coherence between the light reaching two points separated by
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At. When ^ is I, the light is perfectly correlated, and when it is 0 the light is completely
uncorrelated.
A rule of thumb that has been used is that two points that have a Ar large enough
so that ^ is past the first zero are considered uncorrelated. This distance, p, is called the
coherence length.
/ ^
0.610X
H(p)=0ifp = — —
NA

6.3

where NA is the numerical aperture of the illumination cone and X is the average
wavelength. If the phase objects in a screen are smaller than p, the light from two
adjacent objects will have a degree of coherence and the light from them can form
speckle. It is often assumed that if the size of the phase objects in a screen is larger than
the coherence length, speckle will not be present.
There are two possible problems with these assumptions. The first is that it may
be difficult to state what the phase object size is for a real screen. Figures S.I3 and 5.14
show the measured angular distributions for the four screen samples. Equation 4.2 shows
that the angular distribution is directly related to the Fourier transform of the screen
transmission function. For all four screens measured, the frequency content falls off
gradually. It would be difficult to pick one size as the predominant phase object size. In
other words, each screen has structure that spans a large range of phase object sizes.
The second potential problem is that n is not zero for all Ar values that are greater
than p. This means that even if the phase object is larger than p, the light entering the
center of the phase object and the light entering the center of its neighbor can still have
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some coherence. In addition, the light on either side of a phase object boundary can be
highly coherent if the boundary is small. This means that there will always be some
degree of correlation between the phase of light coming from adjacent phase objects.
The question that needs to be answered is whether this coherence will have a noticeable
effect.
In order to address these issues, simulations were done for some artificial screens.
The screens were designed such that there were phase objects that had perfectly
correlated phase within the object, and the phase between objects was uncorrelated.
Within each phase object, there was a linear variation of phase. The slope of the phase
was also uncorrelated between phase objects. Finally, the average size of the objects was
selected, but the size of each object was random with maximum variation limited to
approximately ±25% of the nominal value. Figure 6.1 shows an example of what two of
the screens looked like.
Figure 6.2 shows the average color noise that was calculated for each hypothetical
screen. The exact shapes of the curves in figure 6.2 do not match the curves calculated in
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Fig 6.2 Calculated average color error for hypothetical screens with well defined
phase object size. Each curve represents a screen with listed average phase object
size.
figure 4.5. Figure 6.3 shows the calculated noise curves for the real screens with the
curves from the hypothetical screen that matches best. As one can see, the color noise of
the real screens does not match the hypothetical screens. The only exception to this is
6.3d, the 5deg PSD, and this is the screen for which the simulations did not match the
measured data. As one might expect, it is not easy to pick a single number to describe the
complex structure of real screens. On can conclude that the rule of thumb can be difficult
to apply because it is not always possible to say what the phase object size is for a given
screen.
Even though there was not a good match between the hypothetical screen noise
and the real screen noise, it was still useful to see how the noise changes as a function of
phase object size for a given illumination numerical aperture. Figure 6.4 shows this.
There are several things that are apparent from the data. The first is that equation 6.3
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Fig 6.3 Calculated color noise for real screens compared to hypothetical screens. The
5deg PSD has the best match of all four screens. The 6()deg PSD matches the
0.004mm screen for small angles, and the ground glass and 20deg PSD do not match
any of the hypothetical curves.
does provide is a reasonable limit to the size of the phase objects in a screen. As the
objects became smaller than the coherence length, the noise increased rapidly. What is as
important is that screens with phase objects larger than the coherence length were not
noise free. Even screens with phase objects more than ten times the coherence length had
appreciable color noise. Finally, the rule of thumb that a larger illumination angle will
reduce the color noise works in the region around the coherence length and regions far
outside the coherence length.
Another significant conclusion that was reached based on the data shown in figure
6.4 is that for a screen with small phase objects, increasing the illumination angle has a
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Fig. 6.4 Color noise versus phase object size. Each curve represents illumination
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corresponds to the coherence length found using equation 6.3
big impact on the color noise. Another way to look at this is that it is very hard to get
large amounts of color error in a screen when the illumination cone has a half angle of 2
degrees. This corresponds to an illumination cone of 4.9 millisteradians. The measured
data shown in figures S.5 through S.il show that if the figures of merit were going to
drop significantly with illumination angle, they have done so by the time the angle was
4.9 millisteradians.
In terms of screen design, these conclusions mean that one should not arbitrarily
increase the amount of over-sampling in an attempt to avoid aliasing if the illumination
cone is below 4.9 millisteradians.

While it is desirable to avoid distracting Moire

patterns, the steps that are taken to do so will invariably increase the color noise seen by
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the observer. If the illumination angle is small, the noise can be increased significantly.
It is up to the system designer to understand how the display will be used, and to design
or select a screen that will have minimal artifacts based on the way in which it will be
observed. Failure to do so can result in a system that has significantly distracting artifacts
that make a display all but unusable.

6.2 SCREENS FOR A SPECIFIC APPUCATION
By looking at the requirements for a specific application and comparing two
screens, one can determine which screen will be more suitable. For instance, take the
case of a high resolution projection system where the viewer is four feet from the screen,
the illumination half angle is O.S deg, and the viewing angle requirements limit the screen
to a 20 degree half angle. If one wants a system where the resolution of the eye is the
limit, not the pixel pitch of the display, the system should be capable of displaying
approximately two pixels per arc second. This corresponds to a 180 ^m pixel. One way
to try to solve this problem is to define a screen that scatters light into the cone that is
needed and see what the spatial properties are. Another way is to define the desired size
of the screen structure and then fmd a shape that yields the necessary scatter.
6.2.1 HYPOTHETICAL RANDOM SCREEN
If one starts with the angular distribution as the first requirement, an approach is
to try to define a screen surface that is similar to the PSDs, but is tailored to the specific
angle. Because higher efficiency is usually desired, one does not want to send light
outside the 20 degree cone. The question is, what shape surface diffuser will give
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uniform scatter within 20 degrees and no scatter outside 20 degrees? If the approach to
calculating the angular distribution used in section four was reversed, the appropriate
starting point would be a speckle panem that corresponds to the angular cutoff desired.
Frieden' has a discussion of the probabilities in a speckle pattern.

Using a

random number generator, a field that obeyed these probability density functions for
amplitude and phase was generated. By selecting the observation distance to be in the
Fraunhofer region, the speckle pattern was converted into a transmission function for a
given wavelength. The only issue with this solution was that it was both an amplitude
and a phase object. While it is not clear if this approach will result in a practical screen,
it is much harder to build an amplitude and phase object compared to a phase only object.
By dividing the complex transmission of each point by the magnitude of that
transmission, a unit amplitude phase object is the result. By solving equation 4.1 for the
height, the surface profile of the screen was obtained. Figure 6.5 shows an example
result from this process.
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Fig. 6.5 Surface profile for hypothetical random 20 degree screen.
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Fig 6.6 Angular distribution for hypothetical 20 degree screen. This data
was obtained by median filtering a speckle pattern and sampling the result.
One thing that is apparent from looidng at the data in figure 6.S is that the
practicality of the screen could be greatly enhanced by the judicious application of phase
unwrapping.

Regardless of the complexity of the structure, the first step was to

determine the impact of removing the amplitude terms. Using equations 4.1 through 4.3,
it was possible to calculate the angular distribution that would be obtained with this
screen for plane wave illumination.

Figure 6.6 shows a smoothed version of this

distribution. While the profile has some structure between plus and minus 20 degrees,
there is a fairly sharp cutoff and relatively small amounts of energy beyond 20 degrees.
6.2.2 HYPOTHETICAL LENTICULAR SCREEN
Another approaches to defining a screen is to assume that a periodic array will be
used. If this is the case, the Nyquist criterion defines the sampling finequency. If the pixel
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size is 180|iin, then there must be at least one screen object every 90^m. It is usually
desirable to oversample to avoid any possible problems. A reasonable sampling pitch is
60^m. This results in a lowest frequency aliasing term that is twice the frequency of the
displayed image.
Now that the pitch has been defined, the profile of the screen must be defined.
One approach is to use an array of lenses where each lens has a shape that gives a
uniform distribution from -20 to 20 degrees. This was obtained by dividing the lens into
a series of small facets of equal width. The angular distribution was divided into the
same number of steps. Each facet was tilted such that an incident ray is refracted at the
angle assigned to the facet in question. The facets were then strung together to make a
lens. Because this approach ignored diffraction, the lens height needed to be scaled
slightly to ensure the proper angular distribution was obtained. Placed one after the
other, a regular array was obtained. Figure 6.7 shows what this array looks like. Figure
6.8 shows the angular distribution from this hypothetical screen.
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Fig. 6.7 Lens array that gives a ±20 degree distribution.
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Fig. 6.8 Angular distribution for screen shown in figure 6.7.
The data shown in figure 6.8 is the intensity distribution that the hypothetical
lenticular screen would produce from a monochromatic plane wave. As expected, the
periodic structure of the screen results in a strongly lobed distribution. Given the period
of the lenses, O.S^m light will have a spacing between the zero and first order of
approximately 0.5 degrees.

Because the projection geometry in question has an
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Fig. 6.9 Lenticular screen with random component.
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Fig. 6.10 Angular distribution for the aperiodic lenticular screen. This data was
obtained by median filtering a speckle pattern and sampling the result.
illumination angle of O.S degrees, there is the risk that the lobes will not be effectively
washed out. In order to solve this problem, a random component needs to be added to the
screen structure. One approach to doing this is to add a random component to the
spacing of the lenses. When this is done, the height of each lens must be scaled by its
change in width to maintain the same angular distribution. Figure 6.9 shows an example
of this. Figure 6.10 shows the predicted distribution. The angular distribution in figure
6.10 has some structure to it, but it is still close to the desired result of a uniform
distribution from -20 to 20 degrees and no scatter beyond that.
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6.3 COMPARISON OF HYPOTHETICAL SCREENS
Since there were two candidates for a screen approach, it was valuable to try to
determine if one approach was preferable to the other. It was easy to apply sampling
theory to the screens to determine what types of aliasing would be present. With the
theory developed in section two, it was possible to predict the amount of noise that the
observer would see.
6.3.1 ALIASING NOISE
In order to predict aliasing, one must first make an assumption about the image
content and the reconstruction filter. For the purposes of this screen comparison, the
image frequency spectrum was unity up to the maximum frequency and was zero beyond
the maximum. The reconstruction filter was a perfect lowpass filter where the cutoff was
at one cycle per arcminute.
The magnitude of the aliasing was determined by convolving the screen
frequency spectrum with the image frequency spectrum. This was then multiplied by the
reconstruction filter. The result was then normalized to have a DC value of one. The
magnitude of the difference between the original image spectrum and the observed image
spectrum was calculated and averaged. For the random screen the error was 0.7%, and
for the aperiodic lenticular screen it was 3.5%. While the exact amount of error will
depend on what the frequency spectrum of the actual image looks like, it was reasonable
to conclude that the random screen was more likely to have smaller aliasing artifacts than
the aperiodic lenticular screen.
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6.3.2 COLOR NOISE
Before one can address the predicted values of the color noise in the two
hypothetical screens, one must determine if they fall into the range that can be accurately
predicted by the model. For the system that was proposed, the detector spot would cover
a 360^m spot on the screen. In both of the screens being considered, there were multiple
structures within this spot. This means that both screens would be more like the 60deg
PSD than the Sdeg PSD. In other words, the structure of the screens could not be
resolved by the imaging optics, and the features in the irradiance pattern would be
approximately the same size as the detection spot. Because of this, the model for the
figures of merit were appropriate to use for the two hypothetical screens.
Because the model was validated for system that was similar to what was
simulated, there was not a need to use the color filters that matched the experimental
setup. Because the human is the desired observer, the 1932 CIE standard observer color
response curves were used. This means that the color error is now a distance in the (x,y)
color map. In addition, the focal length of the imaging lens was changed to match that of
a human eye^^. It had a 20mm focal length and was set at F/10. With these modifications
to the model, the random surface diffuser was predicted to have an average color error of
0.006 and a standard deviation of 0.004. The aperiodic lenticular, however, had an
average color error of 0.002 and a standard deviation of 0.001.
There was obviously not a clear choice between the two screen approaches. One
can see that there was a tradeoff between the possible appearance of aliasing artifacts and
the introduction of some image noise. In order for a designer to make a selection
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between the screens, the actual types of image formats must be identified. There are
certain types of formats that can be very insensitive to aliasing, and there are other
formats that can accentuate the appearance of color noise. Once the formats have been
identified, the designer can make reasonable tradeoffs between types of potential noise
when designing a screen for a specific application.
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7. CONCLUSION
The primary goal of this dissertation was to build a model for the color noise in
rear projection screens and to identify the limitations of the model. As it has been shown,
the model produced accurate predictions for screens when two conditions were met. The
first condition is that the minimum resolvable feature size in the detector should be about
the same size as the detector spot. The second condition is that the structure in the screen
must be smaller than the detector spot that is used to measure the noise.
The experimental system that was used met the first condition, and for the
measurement geometry selected, the 60deg PSD and the ground glass met the second
condition. The predicted figures of merit for both of these screens were validated by the
measured data. The 20deg PSD was on the boarder of meeting the second requirement,
and the agreement between the predicted and measured data was marginal. Depending
on the degree of fidelity that is desired, this screen was at the edge of what the model can
predict or it was slightly outside the valid region. The Sdeg PSD, however, was clearly in
a region where the model was not valid.
The two limitations on the use of the model may seem to be restrictive, but they
cover many systems of interest. The model is always valid for the human eye, and it is
valid for systems that are eye limited in resolution. The minimum resolvable feature for
the optics of the human eye is approximately the same size as the detector. This means
that the human eye is an appropriate detector to use for the model. Because this is
typically the detector of interest, the first condition does not significantly restrict the use
of the model. The second condition does impose a limitation on what types of screens
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can be modeled. If one is trying to build a display where the eye is the resolution limit of
the system, the second condition will almost always be met. The pixel pitch must be fine
enough so that it is not the resolution limit. This means that it would not be possible to
see structure within an individual pixel. The structure in the screen has to be smaller than
the pixels if aliasing is to be avoided. In other words, the screen structure will be smaller
than what can be resolved by the eye. This means that there will be multiple screen
features within the detector spot, and the second condition will be met. This condition
does limit the systems that can be modeled, but it is valid for high resolution displays that
are intended to be eye limited in resolution.
One point that deserves some discussion is the selection of the figures of merit. It
was assumed that the average color error and its standard deviation would predict noise
that was ignored by the more common figure of merit, brightness variation. To test this
assumption, the red, green, and blue signals for the 60deg PSD and the ground glass were
added together to obtain the white signal for each screen. The standard deviation of this
signal was calculated.

While the different figures of merit represent different

measurements, they can be used to predict how the noise changes with illumination solid
angle. For this comparison, the standard deviation of the color error is compared to the
standard deviation of the brightness. Because they are measuring different signals, one
should not expect them to have the same values. In order to make the comparison, the
curves were normalized so that the value for the largest angle measured was one. This
was done because the rate of change of the figures of merit was smallest in this region
and
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Fig. 7.1 Comparison of the standard deviation of the color error to the standard
deviation of the brightness variation, (a) The comparison for the 60deg PSD. (b) The
comparison for the ground glass.
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Figure 7.1 shows that the standard deviation of the brightness variation predicts a
smaller increase in noise for a given decrease in illumination angle. This means that the
brightness variation alone does not accurately predict the image noise in a system. One
should not conclude that the brightness variations should be ignored. Instead, one should
use the color error figures of merit and the brightness variation figure of merit to obtain a
more complete picture of the noise in a screen.
In addition to the color error figures of merit, the model was used to predict the
angular distribution of the screens.

The general shape of angular distribution was

predicted for all four screens measured. These measurements do not show what the
limitations of this part of the model are. While it might seem reasonable to assume that
the model will work as long as the limitations of Fraunhofer diffraction are not exceeded,
the screen samples in question violate one of these limitations. Fraunhofer diffraction is
valid over a limited angular range that is exceeded by the angular distribution of some of
the screens measured. While this may contribute to the mismatch between the predicted
and measured data, the general shapes of the curves still match. Because of this, it is not
clear how large of an angular distribution can be accurately modeled. One should expect
the feature size of the screen to be a limit, however. If the feature size approaches the
wavelength of light, then one should not expect the model to accurately predict the
screen's angular distribution.
Ultimately, the model has been shown to accurately predict the figures of merit
for many projection geometries of interest. The significance of this is that a designer can
simulate the performance of a complex screen structure before the effort has been made
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to build it. In addition, the level of noise in a potential screen can be observed by finding
an illumination geometry that gives the same level of noise in an existing screen. This
type of visual observation can be significant in determining what levels of noise are
acceptable.

The model allows the designer to make intelligent tradeoffs between

different aspects of the system. In addition, the new figures of merit for quantifying
screen noise can be used to provide objective comparisons between existing screens.
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APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
A.1 PHOTO RESEARCH I980A PHOTOMETER
The 1980A photometer is a S-20 photomuitiplier tube based detector. By varying
four parameters, the lens, the size of the detection aperture, the filtration, and the gain, it
can be used for measuring a wide range of sources. When all of the degrees of freedom
are included, it can measure signals over twelve decades of signal strength. For any one
configuration, the detector can automatically adjust the electronic gain to cover four
decades of signal strength. Some of the key features are^'^:
Aperture size

Detection range (ftL)

2 arcmin
6 arcmin
20 arcmin
1 deg
3deg

1 0 ' - 10^
10-2- 10®
10'^- 10^
10-*- 10-*
10-^- 10^

Lens Options
180mm OL7
Supplementary, SL-60
Supplementary, SL-40
Supplementary, SL-20
Supplementary, SL-10
Micro-Specta^, LF-19
Micro-Spectai<D, LMS-60
Filter Turret 1
Open
Neutral Density 1
Neutral Density 2
Neutral Density 3
Neutral Density 4
Horizontally Polarized
Vertically Polarized

Focus Range
1.22m-innnity
0.737-6.09m
533-1450mm
356-609mm
203-279mm
38.l-50.5mm
15.9mm

Filter Turret 2
Photopic
Red
Blue
Open
Internal Calibration Source
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A.2 PHOTO RESEARCH PR-704 SPECTRASCAN
The PR-704 is a detector that can be used for spectroradiometry, photometry, and
colorimetry of pulsed and steady-state sources. A diffraction grating is used to separate
the wavelengths and a temperature controlled photodiode array is used to detect the
signal. The user can select between a one degree and a quarter of a degree detection spot.
Some of the key features of the PR-704 are^':
•

Wavelength range: 380-780nm

•

Spectral Bandwidth: Snm (average I.7nm per detector element)

•

Spectral Accuracy: •t-/-2nm

•

Luminance Accuracy: +/- 4% of calculated luminance at 28S6K

• Color Accuracy for Illuminant A: x: +/- 0.0015 y: =/-0.001
•

Repeatability: The standard deviation of repeat measurements over a IS minuet
period is not greater than 0.1% of measurements above the threshold level

•

Spectral Stray Light: Typically less than 0.25% of peak response for broad band
sources

•

Polarization Error Less than 5% measuring 100% linearly polarized sources over
the visible range.

•

Integration times: 0.026 to 60sec

•

Minimum luminance with Ideg spot for D65 light source: 0.65ftL

•

Maximum Luminance with 0.25deg spot for D65 light source: 35,600ftL
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A.3 KLA-TENCOR® P-IO SURFACE PROFILER
•

Vertical range for the Low-Force MicroHeadll is under SOA to 130(im at <0.1 and 1A
vertical data resolution

•

Virtually unlimited number of data points per profile.

Therefore no horizontal

sampling limit
•

Ability to Ht and level a scan

•

Measurement of 20Smm substrates^^

A.4 ILC TECHNOLCX3IES CPX300 XENON ARC SOURCE
The CPX300 is a 300 Watt Xenon arc lamp. The arc is imaged by an elliptical
reflector, and there is a mechanical attenuator to adjust the luminous flux. The maximum
output is approximately 3000 lumens.
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APPENDIX B: COLOR ERROR MODEL
Define wavelengths: |4.m := 10"*^ m
:= 0.380 nm

L := 30

I := 0.. L - I

0.01 nm-l

kj :=

2-Jt
^1

Check minimum, AX, and maximum X:

= 0.38 "jim
Xj^

J =0.67'Jim

The magnification and object distance are known:
Find the image distance:

z23 := mag zl2

Calculate the focal length of the lens:
®

X ^ = 0.39'nm

mag := 3.95

zl2 := 5l.6-mm

z23 = 203.82'mm

I I
1
f := I
h
\ z l 2 z23/

f =41.176*mm

The working F/# is 142. Find the diameter of the lens:
®

Read in the file that descibes the screen profile:

dia :=

f
142

surface :=

dia =0.29'mm

^
WI-az75-s01V.\60deg.txt

The number of rows in the file is:

rows( surface) = 4.999•10^

It is necessary to have an even number of data points:

The spacing of the points in nm is:
The total area covered is:

surface^^g^ j := surface^^g

surface ^ g
D := rows(surface )-d

Define the spacing of the sample points:

D
N := —
d

^ •" surface ^ q
D = 2«mm
3
N = 5-10
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n:=0..N-1

-D
n
xl„ := — +
-D
n
2
N-1

Set proper units for surface height:

xl_=-l»mm
0

xl^ ,=l»min

surf^ := surface^^ ^ -^in

Set minimum surface height to 0:

up := min(surf)

surf^

surf^ - up

Define the PSF of the lens:
Define a sine function:

sinc(x) := if x«0,1

sin(n*x)^
7t-x

The exit pupil of the lens is:

The Fourier transform is:

lensarect

X

\

diens

EYEa| deye j-sinc(deye-4)

4
X feye

.

'

^
The equation for the PSF;

lit.
X
k

1

I -It
e

u3( x,X)
i

.

2

/dia-x\
-j dia i sine

f

\

Graph of surface profile:
20

surf •^m '

0 t_

-I

-OJ

0
xl

For a given index of refraction:

index := 1.5

0^
-I

fl

-mm

k

f

I
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The phase introduced in a plane wave is: Y

max(surf) Y = 11.841

surf
phase„ := fY - surf„) +
" ^
index
Define the index of refraction as a function of wavelength.
AO := 2.16330492

A1 := 1.36580764-10'^

A3 := -U.80976174 10*^)

A2 := 2.56700975 10*^

A4 := 2.84227900-10"^

^-2

A5 := -(9.02124935 10'^

1^
A2I +• A3
[Hm/
\nm/

\-4

I

indeX| := AO-h A1
\fim/

A4

ih.] i- A5-'[\mli
\m/

1.515

Define the set of incident angles:
FOV := 101

startfov :=

fov := 0.. FOV - 1
-(FOV-l)-5fov
2

Sfov := 0.05 -deg

0- := startfov •»- ofov-fov
fov

-8
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0Q =-2.5.deg

®FOV- 1

siopCf^v == ^ (®fov)

2.5"deg

^'®P®0 =-0044

] IIA A U IIIIIIII A'A A A A A A'A A A A A K A A A A A
Im(e'

-i I

11 I I

I lllll
I. JUL IIIIII
0.05
0.1

I

J _ .L
0.15

III 1 1 III
0.2

xl -mm
n

The complex field imediately after the screen as a function of position, wavelength, and
angle of incidence.
tl :=

for feO..FOV- I
for a s 0 . . L - I
for b e O . . N - I
surf.

i k

slopc^xl^-l-

(Y- surf.) i
V

index.

place^^«-e
holder^*-place
holder

A graph of the imaginary part of the field for the largest incident angle and the first
wavelength. The circles show the sample points. There should be multiple points in
each peak or valley. If not, aliasing may be occuring.
test_tl

tlpov— I
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1

o)

0

-I
-0.99

-0.98

-0.97

-0.%

-0.95

-I

xl^nim
n

Find the phase shift that is introduced while the light propigates from the screen to the
image.
The distance from the object to the lens:

rl2^ := J

The spacing of sample points in the image plane is given byx3^

xl^-mag

For the experimental system, the distance between the two doublets is what determines
how much additional phase there is as a function of field position. Therefore, the focal
length of the lens should be replaced with the distance between doublets.

t_doublets := 188.7 mm

I

r23„n := ^('x3^,
,
\ N— n— ly

t_doublets^

The order of the data is reversed because the magnificaiton is actually negative.
188.76
188.74

r23|^-inm '
188.72

ISO 7

0

1000

2000

3000
n

4000

5000
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The actual phase shifts as a function of distance are:

n

<>12 should be symmetrical about 0 because the screen sample is centered on the lens.
Check the possibility of undersampling:
I

0

100

40
n

<|>23 should also be symmetrical about 0 because the screen sample is centered on the

-0.5

,

-I

x3_-nim
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Check the possibility of undersampling;

">23„,o 0.5 -

Adding the phase terms to the complex field values right after the screen. This would
be the image if the lens was perfect.
t3:=

for feO..FOV- 1
tlholder4-tlj.
for a€ 0.. L- 1
for b€ 0.. N - 1
h o l d e r D. ,,a 4 - t l h (oN —
l bd—eI )r, a•

i

J

place^^-holder
place

Define the PSF for each wavelength: psf^^ , := u3(^xljjmag,A.|j
ForO.S^m light, the first zeros for the PSF should be at 71^m. X ^ =O.S*^m
2 -10' I—

P'^n,0l2l)ll0'

x3„nm

1

142
The PSF for the shortest wavelength.

2 10^

-4

-I

-3

x3_inm
n

Calculate the Fourier transform of the PSFs to obtain the frequency response for each
wavelength.
PSF :=

for ae 0..L- 1
for i e 0.. N - 1
holder.I «-psf.I,a
HOLDER<-cfft( holder)
for j 6 0 . . N - 1
trans. <-HOLDER.
J.a

J

trans

1.5 10^

1-10^
PSF
n, 1
PSF
n,L- I 1

5000 -

200

600

1000
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For each incident angle and each wavelength, the PSF is convolved with the field that
would be produced by a perfect lens. This yields the predicted speckle patterns that
would be found in the image plane.
It is preferable to multiply in frequecy space instead of convolving in linear space. The
Fourier transform of t3 is:
T3:=

for feO..FOV- 1
t3holder«-t3f
for a e 0.. L - 1
or D
u..
for
b fce 0
. .l-N
N-- 11

holder,Di- t3holder.D . a
HOLDER«-cfft( holder)
for j € 0.. N - 1
trans. •-HOLDER.
J.a

J

place^«-trans
place

Multiply the image and the PSF in frequency space:
OUT

for f60..FOV- 1
T4-T3f
for ae 0.. L- I
for b € 0.. N - I
holder. ,«-T. ,-PSF.u»il,
tranSf«-holder
trans

Inverse transform the product to obtain the image.
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out :=

for feO..FOV- I
temp4-OUTj,
for a€ 0..L- 1
for i e 0N - I
holder.I 4-temp.
"^i.a
HOLDER*- icfft( holder)
for j € 0 . . N - I
trans. < HOLDERj
J.a
place^*-trans
place

An example of the irradiance pattern:

field := out^

-1

x3_-mm
n

Un>vrap the data and convert from field to irradiance.

A unit correction factor is required.

const :=
mm^

P:=

for feO..FOV- I
temp«-outj^
for be 0..

N
2

1

for ae 0..L- I
temp

i\-

b i — , a j;

holder.b . a

2
const

holder

'^"'Pb.,
const

^ *u N
b-t-—.a

(i

placep<-holder
place

The niters used create a red, green and blue signal: filters:

rows(filters) =321

redc := filtersc , ,l

C := rows(filters)

greenc := filtersc , -2
^

c := 0.. C - 1

blue„c := filters^c ,,
3
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red.
green
c 0.3 blue^

700
wave

Multiply the irradiance curves by the red, green, and blue filters to obtain the color
signals.
Pr:= for feO..FOV- I
holder*- P^.
for beO..N- I
tranSjj
for be0..N- I
temp4-0
for a s 0 . . L - 1
temp«-iemp

holder^

k
-1000— wave.

\Hm
placeb,r -temp
place
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for feO..FOV- I
holder4-Pf
for beO..N- 1
transjj f«-0
for b€ 0.. N - 1
teinp«-0
for a€ 0..L- 1
temp4-teinp + holderj^ j, green
1000— wave.

place^^ P«-temp
place

for f€O..FOV- I
holder*-Pj.
for b 6 0.. N - 1
transjj
for b € 0.. N - I
temp4-0
for a e 0 . . L - I
temp*-temp + holderj^ ^^ blue;
;—i-lOOO— wave»

lum
placejj ^«-temp
place
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**"^".04 •lO'*

PSn.O
Pb„.02 1O^

®-4

-3

-2

-I

0

,

1

2

3

4

-I

x3„mni
n

In order to calculate the irradiance distributions as a function of illumination angle, all
of the patterns that are generated inside the angle in question should be added together.
HFOV :=

FOV-h 1

0

HFOV =51

hfov := 0.. HFOV - I

2 (HFOV- l)-hfov

red

n.hfov •

f = hfov
(2.(HF0V - I) -

hfov) - hfov + i

2(HFOV- I)-hfov

E

f = hfov
^"n.hfov - ((2.(HF0V- I) - hfov) - hfov+ 1)
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2 (HFOV- l)-hfov

E

blue

f =s hfov

( ( 2 ( H F O V - I ) - hfov) - hfovi-1)

To show things as a function of the half angle, define a variable for it:
halfangtej,^,

The width of the detection spot needs to be accounted for. The images should be
convolved by a rect function that is the width of the spot. As before, it is easier to
perform the calculation in frequency space.

What is the width of the scanning spot?

spotwidth

1.9 in-tan

/2

deg

spotwidth = 28.077 "nm

Define the spot function;

/,
spot^ := if H

Convert to firequency space: SPOT

-200

-150

-100

, spotwidth
]<——
,1,0

cfft(spot)

-50

50
-1

x3„nm

100

150

200

150

SPOT^ 0.2

600

Convert the red, green, and blue signals to frequency space.
RED:=

GREEN :=

for heO..HFOV- I

for h6 0..HFOV- I
for b e O . . N - I

for b e O . . N - I

holderjj<-green^j

holderjj*-red^
HOLDER<-cfft( holder)

HOLDER«-cfft( holder)

for b e O . . N - 1

for b € O . . N - I
place^^ l^<-HOLDERjj

place^^ i^«-HOLX)ERjj
place

place

BLUE :=

for heO..HFOV- I
for b e O . . N - I
holderjj«-bluejj
HOLDER*- cfft( holder)
for b e O . . N - I
place,^ 4-HOLDER^
place

Multiply image spectrum by the spot spectrum;
RED0UT„_„„. := RED„,„„, SP0T„
BLUEOUT„_^,

GREEN0UT„_„„,
BLUE,.^ SPOT,

GREEN„_„„, SPOT„
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Conert back to linear space.
redout :=

for h€O..HFOV- 1
for b e 0.. N - 1
HOLDEI^<-REDOUT^ ^
holder*- icfft( HOLDER)
for b€ 0.. N - I
place b.h •holder.
place

greenout :=

for h€O..HFOV- I
for be 0.. N - I
HOLDER^«-GREENOUT(, ^
holder*- icfft( HOLDER)
for b € 0.. N - I
place b.h •holder.
place

blueout :=

for h e 0.. HFOV - I
for b e O . . N - 1
HOLDER^,*-BLUEOUT^ ^
holder*- icfft( HOLDER)
for b € 0.. N - 1
place b.h •holder.
place
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Unwrap the data:

N
nnn := 0.. — - I

finalred„„„
. „ „ := redout
nnn.ntov

finalred

N
nnn-h—,hfov

,

k

N .,
nnn ^—.hfov
->

•)

rinalgreen„„„^f„, ;= greenout

„ finalgteen

^

nnn-t-—,nfov

rinaiblue„„„
.. := blueout
nnn.hfov

:= redout nnn.hfov
.,

, flna

k

N ..
nnn-«-—.hfov

1

~ 8reenout„„

nnn-t-—,hfov

b ue

N..
nnn-f-—.hfov

:= b ueout nnn,hfov
.,

1.5 10

finalred n,u^-5 ' "10
red
n.O

5000 r

-I

x3 mm
n

Calculate the color coordinates as a function of position for each half angle.

color_e
"•

finalredn.hfov
finalred^

t- finalgreen„
t- finalblue'n.hfov
n.hfov
Hnalgreen„^„^,

color_f

n.hfov

/finalred
V
n.hfov

Hnalgreen^^j^^ <• finalblue„'n.hfov/
^f„„)
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Find the average e and f values.

^color_e„

^color_f„

hfov

n

hfov

n

•=

N

N

Calculate the color error as a function of position and half angle

colorem)r„

;= J(color.e„

- avg_e^f„,)^

(color.f„

Examples of the color error for different half angle

0.15

colorerror

„

n.u

O.l

coloreiTor

n, 10
0.05

-1

x3 -mm
n

Calculate the figures of ment.
^colorem)r„
avg_color„f^. »

n
N
^color_sqr„
color_sqr_avg^^^^ :=

n
N

"hfov •=

0.2

0.15

0.05

0

I

0

2

haifangle^^^y-deg" ^

0.08

0.06

hfov

0.02

1

13

halfanglcj^^jj^ deg"'

Output the data:
B
Waz7Ss01Ua«g6ll5ainp.tiit
avg_color

B
\\HI«7^1l\sig6l]5ani|Llxt
o

2.5
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